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Abstract

Wireless communication is commonly modeled as a stochastic system. This is jus-
tified by the fact that the wireless channel incorporates a number of stochastic
effects including fading, interference and thermal noise. One example for a stochas-
tic model is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) model, which has been
successfully used to analyze the capacity of the point-to-point channel and some
multi-terminal networks.

However, the AWGN capacity of most networks is still an open problem. This
includes small examples like the relay channel, which consists of just three terminals.
In order to progress, it was suggested to investigate deterministic channel models
as an approximation of the AWGN model. The objective is to find a deterministic
model, which is accessible to capacity analysis. Furthermore, this analysis should
provide insights on the capacity of the AWGN model.

In this thesis we consider two deterministic models, the linear finite-field model
(LFFM) by Avestimehr et at. and the discrete superposition model (DSM) by
Anand and Kumar. It has been shown that the capacity of the DSM is a constant
gap approximation of the AWGN capacity for some networks including the parallel
relay network (PRN). We find upper and lower bounds on the DSM capacity of
the point-to-point channel, the multiple-access channel, the broadcast channel and
the PRN. Our bounds are within a constant gap, hence, they yield a constant gap
approximation to the AWGN capacity of the PRN.

We also show how the LFFM can be utilized to design transmission strategies
for AWGN relay networks. A transmission strategy in the LFFM can be translated
into a transmission strategy in the AWGN model if it fulfills certain constraints.
We consider two sets of constraints, and we show that in both cases the rate in the
AWGN model is at most a constant below the rate in the corresponding LFFM.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In the beginning of the 20th century electromagnetic communication had become a
mature technology. Transmission lines connected cities, countries and continents.
Messages, translated into electric currents by using a telegraph, could be transmit-
ted almost instantaneously over very long distances. This was a great advantage
over the transportation of physical messages written on paper. The transmission
time of a message was reduced from hours and days to fractions of a second. More-
over, the wireless telegraphy using electromagnetic waves in free space allowed for
transmissions that had been entirely impossible. This includes transmissions to and
from ships, airships and other non-stationary entities.

At this point in time the development of the technology had mainly been intu-
itive and technology driven. The rate at which messages could be transmitted was
bounded by practical limitations. However, it was unclear whether the rate could be
increased arbitrarily by improving the technology, or if there exist fundamental lim-
its that cannot be exceeded. Among the first works that approached this question
was the paper by Nyquist [Nyq28] published in 1928. Nyquist made the connection
between the transmission rate and the bandwidth that is used by the signal. In
the same year Hartley suggested the first universal measure of information [Har28]
using a logarithmic scaling.

The question of how much information can be sent from a transmitter to a
receiver was answered to a great extend by Shannon in his paper [Sha48] published
in 1948. Shannon showed that there exists a fundamental limit for the rate of
information transmission called the channel capacity. If the transmission rate is
below capacity, it is possible to reduce the probability of transmission error to a
value as close to zero as desired. On the other hand, error free transmission is
provably impossible at rates above capacity.

A fundamental limit like the channel capacity has its applications both in the
design and the implementation of communication systems [CT06]. It stimulated
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

and guided the development of channel codes, which are in turn an enabling tech-
nology for a variety of applications including cellular networks, data storage and
the internet.

1.2 Capacity of AWGN Channels

The additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel model has been studied both
for its capability and simplicity [TV05]. It is capable of modeling important com-
munication channels such as telephone and satellite links, while being simple enough
to allow for analytical considerations.

The most simple AWGN channel is the point-to-point channel consisting of one
transmitter and one receiver. The received signal consists of a scaled version of the
transmitted signal and additive noise. The noise is uncorrelated or white, which
means that the value of the noise at one time instance is statistically independent
from the value at any different time instance. The probability distribution is as-
sumed to be Gaussian, which is a reasonable assumption both from practical and
theoretical perspective. Measurements show that the noise of many channels has
a Gaussian distribution [CT06], which is justified theoretically by the central limit
theorem. Roughly speaking, the theorem states that a sum of many independent
random variables has a Gaussian probability distribution. Hence, in cases where
the channel noise is a sum of many independent random processes, it is reasonable
to assume a Gaussian distribution.

The capacity of the AWGN point-to-point channel was found by Shannon as a
special case of his channel coding theorem. For the complex-valued AWGN model
it has the simple expression

C = log(1 + ρ), (1.1)

where ρ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the ratio between signal power and noise
power. Throughout this thesis log(·) denotes the logarithm to the base 2.

Finding the channel capacity for more general communication scenarios is a
challenging problem. One possible extension is to consider more than one trans-
mitter sending data at the same time, which is referred to as the multiple-access
channel (MAC). Since there are multiple transmissions in a MAC, the capacity is
extended to a capacity region containing all tuples of rates at which information
can be transmitted with an error probability close to zero. The capacity region of
the MAC has been first found by Ahlswede [Ahl71]. Another possible extension is
to consider a single transmitter broadcasting independent information to more than
one receiver. Bergmans proved the achievability of a certain rate region [Ber73] for
the broadcast channel (BC), and Gallager showed that no rate tuple outside this
region can be achieved over the degraded BC, which has special statistical proper-
ties [Gal74]. This yields the capacity of the BC in the AWGN model, since this is
an example for a degraded BC.

The capacity of most of the more complex communication scenarios remains
unknown. One example is the relay channel (RC) consisting of a transmitter, a
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receiver and a single relay, that is assisting the transmission. The scenario was
first considered by Van der Meulen [VdM71], and the capacity of the degraded RC
was found by Cover and El Gamal [CEG79]. However, as the AWGN RC is not
degraded, the capacity of this channel is still an open problem.

Another example for an unknown capacity region is that of the interference
channel (IC). The IC consists of two or more pairs of transmitter and receiver. Each
transmitter seeks to convey information to its intended receiver, but the transmitted
signal is received by all other receivers as interference. This scenario was first
mentioned by Shannon [Sha61]. Carleial found the capacity of the AWGN IC for
the special case, where the interference is so strong that it can be decoded and
subtracted at the receiver [Car75]. Though, for the general case the capacity region
has not been found, yet.

1.3 Deterministic Channel Models

Due to the difficulty of finding the capacity of most AWGN channels, it is reasonable
to ask wether the channel model might be too complex. Choosing the right channel
model is always a trade-off between accuracy and tractability. Propagation of
electromagnetic waves in an arbitrary environment is a very complex phenomenon.
In order to derive analytical results or conduct numerical experiments, we have
to choose a suitable model that captures the most important effects while being
simple enough to handle it. Simplifying a model just enough to make it accessible
to analysis might be the core idea of engineering.

The models used for analyzing communication systems are mostly of the form

y =
∑

i

hixi + z. (1.2)

The received signal y consists of a number of signals xi transmitted by transmit-
ters i and additive noise z. Both noise z and channel gains hi can be random
variables. Different probability distributions and possibly correlations result in dif-
ferent channel models. We obtain the AWGN channel model by keeping the channel
gains hi constant and by choosing the noise z Gaussian distributed and uncorre-
lated. Furthermore, the power of the transmitted signals xi has to be below a
certain threshold.

In spite of the simplicity of the AWGN model, it is difficult to find its capacity
in many scenarios. In order to make a progress we might model the communication
in an even simpler way. The first attempt in this direction was done by Aref
[Are80]. He analyzed a model that contains no noise z = 0 and has constant
channel gains hi. The entire model is deterministic, since there is no randomness
involved. Furthermore, there exists no interference in Aref’s model; each node
receives the signals hixi separately.

This somewhat unrealistic assumption was relaxed in a model proposed by Aves-
timehr et al. [ADT07a, ADT11] called the linear finite-field model (LFFM). For this
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model the authors found the capacity for unicast transmissions in relay networks.
In such a relay network there is a single transmitter sending information to a sin-
gle receiver and an arbitrary number of relays, which can help in transmitting the
message. Although the LFFM can be used to inspire transmission schemes for the
AWGN model, there is no immediate connection between the capacity in the LFFM
and the AWGN model.

Such a connection could be established for a different deterministic model,
the discrete superposition model (DSM), proposed by Anand and Kumar [AK09,
AK10]. It could be proven that the two capacities are within a constant gap for the
important cases of the unicast relay networks and the K-user IC. In these cases the
deterministic model can be used as an approximation of the AWGN model, which
is a strong justification for studying the capacity in the DSM.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

In this thesis we investigate two questions:

1. What is the capacity of certain communication scenarios in the DSM?

2. How can we utilize the LFFM to find transmission strategies for the AWGN
model and what are their rates?

The answers to those questions are developed in the remainder of the thesis, which
is organized as follows.

Chapter 2: Fundamentals

Before we begin, we introduce a few fundamental definitions and results. We define
the three channel models AWGN, LFFM and DSM, and we state the important
results that have been found. We also discuss how the AWGN channel capacity can
be approximated.

Chapter 3: Capacity in Discrete Superposition model

This chapter considers the first of the above mentioned questions. Motivated by the
encouraging result that the capacity of an AWGN network can be approximated
by the capacity in the DSM, we show how to find the latter capacity. We develop
the basic tools by analyzing the point-to-point channel, and we extend the work to
the MAC, the BC and the parallel relay network (PRN). The material presented
in this chapter is based on the papers
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[SS11]
N. Schrammar and M. Skoglund. Capacity bounds for the discrete
superposition model of the Gaussian multiple-access channel. In Proc.
IEEE Wirel. Comm. & Netw. Conf. (WCNC), March 2011. Best
paper award.

[SAS11]
N. Schrammar, M. Andersson, and M. Skoglund. Approximate ca-
pacity of the general Gaussian parallel relay network. In Proc. Int.
Symp. Inf. Theory (ISIT), 2011. Submitted.

Chapter 4: Transmission Strategies from Finite Field Model

The second question is considered in this chapter. We show how the LFFM can be
utilized to design transmission schemes for the respective AWGN channel model.
We use a translation from elementary transmissions in the LFFM to elementary
transmissions in the AWGN model, and we quantify the performance by showing
that the achievable rate in the AWGN model is at most a constant gap below the
rate in the LFFM. The material presented in this chapter is based on the papers

[SS09]
N. Schrammar and M. Skoglund. Uncoded transmission in wireless
relay networks using deterministic modeling. In Proc. Asilomar Conf.
Sign., Syst. & Comp., November 2009.

[SS10]
N. Schrammar and M. Skoglund. Transmission strategies for Gaussian
relay networks obtained from deterministic models. In Proc. IEEE
Global Comm. Conf. (GLOBECOM), December 2010.

Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work

The thesis is concluded by summarizing the findings and by discussing possible
extensions in different directions.





Chapter 2

Fundamentals

In this chapter we introduce a few fundamentals that are necessary for the develop-
ment of our results. In Sec. 2.1 we present models for multi-terminal communication
networks. In Sec. 2.2 we introduce some elements of information theory. We define
the notion of capacity, and we present a few important results. Sec. 2.3 introduces
ways of approximating the capacity of AWGN channels. In particular, we discuss to
what extend deterministic channel models are capable of approximating the AWGN
channel model.

2.1 Channel Models

In order to analyze a wireless communication network we require a mathematical
model, which captures the important properties of the system. After defining the
most general model we consider the stochastic AWGN model and two deterministic
models, the linear finite-field model (LFFM) and the discrete superposition model
(DSM).

2.1.1 General Communication Model

Consider the general multi-terminal communication scenario depicted in Fig. 2.1.
A number of N nodes are communicating with each other over the same channel.
Each node i sends a transmit signal xi and receives a receive signal yi. The receive
signals are general, possibly stochastic functions

yi = f(x1, . . . , xN , T ) (2.1)

of the transmit signals and the time T .
The nodes utilize the channel to convey information. In the most general case

every node wishes to send different information to each of the other nodes. However,
motivated by practical applications, some topologies are of special interest.

The simplest topology is the point-to-point channel, which consists of N = 2
nodes. Node 1 wants to transmit information to node 2, hence, node 1 is the

7
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Channel
y1

x2

x1

y2

xi

yi
xNyN

Node 1

Node 2

Node N

Node i

. .
.

. .
.

Figure 2.1: General communication network consisting of N nodes.

information source and node 2 is the information sink or destination. Another
important topology consisting of one destination and several sources is called the
multiple-access channel (MAC). This scenario occurs in the uplink of cellular net-
works, where more than one cell phone is transmitting information to one base sta-
tion. The corresponding situation in the downlink, where the base station transmits
different information to the cell phones, is called the broadcast channel (BC).

Other notable topologies are relay networks with unicast and multicast transmis-
sion. The network consists of a single source and one (unicast) or more (multicast)
destinations. The remaining nodes are called relays; they are neither source nor des-
tination, and their only purpose is to assist in the transmission of the information
to the destinations.

Another possible classification of networks is due to their connectivity. The
receive signal of a node might depend only on some of the transmit signals. A
special case is the layered network depicted in Fig. 2.2. The nodes are divided in
disjoint sets L0, . . . ,LH . The receive signal of a node in layer l depends only on
the transmit signals of the nodes in layer l − 1,

yi = f({xj : j ∈ L(i)}, T ), (2.2)

where L(i) denotes the layer before node i. Hence if node i is in layer Ll, then
L(i) = Ll−1. The dependency is depicted in Fig. 2.2 by an arrow from transmitter
to receiver.

2.1.2 AWGN Channel Model

The AWGN channel model is defined by the specific function

y
[T ]
j =

∑

i∈C(j)
hijx

[T ]
i + z

[T ]
j . (2.3)

This is a discrete-time model, that is, T ∈ Z. We drop the time index T from
now on in order to simplify notation. The discrete-time formulation is obtained
from the continuous-time AWGN model by using appropriate matched filters and
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L1 L2L0 LH

Source S

Relay 1

Relay 2

Relay 3

Relay 4

Relay 5

Destination D

Figure 2.2: Layered relay network consisting of 4 layers.

sampling operations. We assume that these operations are used synchronously in
the entire network. Furthermore, we use complex baseband notation for all signals.
Details about discrete-time modeling and complex baseband notation can be found
in [TV05].

The receive signal yj at node j consists of the signals xi transmitted by the
nodes i ∈ C(j), which are connected to the node j as well as additive noise zj. The
signals xi are weighted by the channel gains hij . The noise is zero-mean Gaussian,

has unit variance E(|zj |2) = 1 and is white, that is, E
(

z
[T ]
j z

[T+τ ]
j

)

= 0 for τ 6= 0.

The average transmit power at every node is normalized as E(|xi|2) ≤ 1. We choose
this normalization for convenience. As a result, the SNR of a transmission from
node i to node j is just |hij |2. Note that we can account for different noise variances
and transmit power constraints by changing the corresponding channel gains.

2.1.3 Deterministic Channel Models

The difficulty of finding the AWGN channel capacity results in great parts from the
stochastic nature of the channel model [ADT11]. Therefore, it seems reasonable
to consider a deterministic model without any randomness. However, to keep the
model meaningful, the randomness has to be removed carefully. If we remove the
noise term zj in (2.3), the receiver has a clear reception of all transmitted signals.
It is easy to see that an unbounded amount of information can be sent over this
channel. The receivers can distinguish the transmit symbols even if the difference
between them is very small, hence, the amount of transmit symbols can be as large
as desired.

To keep the capacity in the deterministic model bounded, we have to introduce a
different way of confusing the receiver. There exist several possibilities for achieving
uncertainty at the receiver. In Aref networks [Are80] there is a finite set of possible
transmission signals reducing the resolution of the transmitted signal. In the LFFM
[ADT07a] all operations are in a finite field. This reduces the set of possible transmit
signals, and it also introduces some sort of erasure at the receiver. In the finite field
F2 = {0, 1} we have 0+ 0 = 1+1 = 0, and the receiver cannot distinguish between
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the two options. In the DSM [AK09] the channel incorporates a rounding operation
that reduces the set of different receive signals.

We will now define the two deterministic models, the LFFM and the DSM,
which we will use in this thesis.

2.1.4 Linear Finite-Field Model

The LFFM was introduced by Avestimehr et al. in 2007 [ADT07a], [ADT07b]. The
definition and results are unified in the PhD thesis [Ave08] and in the journal paper
[ADT11].

As suggested by its name, the LFFM uses signals in a finite field. Specifically, we
consider the model in the field F

nmx
2 . Transmit and receive signals can be expressed

as bit-vectors of length nmx. The length of the vectors is determined by the largest
channel gain as

nmx = max
i,j

⌈

log |hij |2
⌉

. (2.4)

We denote the bit-vector transmitted by node i as xi ∈ F
nmx
2 , and we use the

notation xi = (xi[1], xi[2], . . . , xi[nmx])
T for its components.

The influence of the channel is to erase some of the bits. The channel from
node i to node j can support

nij =
⌈

log |hij |2
⌉

(2.5)

bits depending on the channel gain hij . The remaining nmx − nij bits are lost.
Considering the point-to-point channel first, we can express the vector of received
bits as

y2 = Snmx−n1,2x1, (2.6)

where

S =










0 0 0 · · · 0
1 0 0 · · · 0
0 1 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 1 0










∈ F
nmx
2 × F

nmx
2 (2.7)

is a shift matrix. Note that the matrix Snmx−n1,2 has zero entries except one
diagonal of ones that is nmx − n1,2 steps below the main diagonal. Hence, the
multiplication by Snmx−n1,2 within the finite field shifts the entries of x1 down
nmx − n1,2 positions and fills zeros at the top of the vector.

Consider Fig. 2.3 for a pictorial representation. Transmitters and receivers have
nmx = 4 output bits or input bits, respectively. The inputs and outputs are depicted
as circles, and we refer to them as bit-levels. The number nij of bits that can be
transmitted from node i to node j is depicted by nij arrows connecting the output
bit-levels to the input bit-levels. The transmission from node 2 to node 3 consists
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x2[4]

x2[3]

x2[2]

x2[1]

x2

x1[4]

x1[3]

x1[2]
x1

x1[1]

y3[1] = x1[1]⊕ x2[3]

y3[2] = x1[2]⊕ x2[4]

y3[3] = x1[3]
3 y3

1

2

y3[4] = x1[4]

Figure 2.3: Example network in LFFM with nmx = 4.

of n2,3 = 2 bits. Note that the two most significant bits are received on the two
least significant bit-levels due to the multiplication by S2.

Fig. 2.3 also suggests how the interference of two received bits is modeled. The
incoming bits are added within the finite field, that is, modulo two. In other
words, the receiver only has access to the XOR-sum of interfering bits. This loss
of information in the LFFM is essentially the replacement for the influence of noise
and interference in the AWGN model. We can express the MAC situation as

yj =
N∑

i∈C(j)
Snmx−nijxi, (2.8)

where the sum is taken in the finite field F
nmx
2 . The model is completely described

by the relation (2.8) and the fact that each node i has only one output signal xi

that is decisive for all receivers.
The capacity of relay networks in the LFFM has been found [ADT07b]. The

capacity of other networks has been studied to some extend for classes of inter-
ference channels [MDFT08], [MDFT09], [ST09], [PV09], and for cognitive radio
networks [SSRS10]. Extensions to fading situations [TYL08],[JC09] and connec-
tions to network coding [ACLY00], [KM10] and interference alignment techniques
[CJ08] [CJS08] have been made.

It has been shown that capacity achieving transmission schemes for the LFFM
can be found in polynomial time [AF09], [EF09], [GIZ09], [YS10].

2.1.5 Discrete Superposition Model

The DSM as it is introduced below has first been published by Anand and Ku-
mar in [AK09]. However, the model has some similarity to a model introduced by
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Avestimehr in his PhD thesis [Ave08]. This model is referred to as truncated deter-
ministic model, and it is independent from the LFFM that is commonly associated
with Avestimehr. Using the truncated model Avestimehr made the connection
between a deterministic model and the AWGN model by proving that for some
networks the two capacities are within a constant gap [Ave08].

Anand and Kumar modified the model in order to facilitate the calculation of
the capacity in the DSM, and they extended the results connecting the capacities
of DSM and AWGN model to more general networks [AK10]. The modifications
are the key requirement for the work presented in Ch. 3 of this thesis.

The DSM uses continuous signals in C. However, due to a specific rounding
operation, the received signals turn out to be complex integers. The rounding can
be defined as

[a] = sgn(aRe)⌊|aRe|⌋+ j sgn(aIm)⌊|aIm|⌋, (2.9)

where aRe and aIm are the real and imaginary part of the complex number a,
respectively. With this operation we can model the channel as

yj =

N∑

i∈C(j)

[

[hij ]xi

]

. (2.10)

Note that the outer rounding operation constrains the received signal to the set of
complex integers yj ∈ Z+ jZ. The quantization noise introduced by this rounding
is essentially the replacement of noise in the DSM.

Additionally, the input signals xi are constrained to take values from a discrete
set, hence the name of the model. We define the integer

n = max
i,j

max
{⌊

log |hijRe|
⌋

,
⌊

log |hijIm|
⌋}

, (2.11)

depending on the channel gains, and accordingly

D =

{

0,
2−n

√
2
, . . . ,

1− 2−n

√
2

}

, (2.12)

a set of 2n equally spaced values. The transmitted signal xi at each transmitter i
can only take one of the 22n complex values

xi ∈ D + jD. (2.13)

The DSM has been proposed recently, and it has not yet been used to a large
extend. In [KRV10a], [KRV10b] it serves as a tool to approximate the capacity
region of multicast networks.

For completeness, we give the definition of the truncated deterministic model
[ADT11]. In the single-antenna setting the received signal is

yj =






N∑

i∈C(j)
hijxi







, (2.14)
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where
⌊a⌉ = round(aRe) + j round(aIm), (2.15)

and round(·) denotes common rounding to the closest integer. The transmitted
signals xi are constrained in power E(|xi|2) = 1 just like in the AWGN model, and
they are continuous.

With view to the analysis of the capacity in the deterministic model, the trun-
cated model has two drawbacks. Firstly, the rounding operation is performed after
the summation of the received signals hijxi, whereas in the DSM the summation is
over rounded signals [[hij ]xi]. Secondly, the transmit signals are only constrained
in average power. The constraint on the peak power in the DSM greatly simplifies
the analysis of the capacity.

2.2 Information Theory Basics

After introducing the notion of entropy and mutual information, we give a general
definition of the channel capacity. This definition is applicable to all channel models
defined above. Furthermore, we present the fundamental results of the channel
capacity of a point-to-point channel as well as the cut-set bound for unicast relay
networks.

2.2.1 Entropy and Mutual Information

The concept of entropy has first been used in thermodynamics. In the context
of information theory it has been introduced by Shannon [Sha48] along with the
concept of mutual information. Roughly speaking, the entropy is the information
content of a random variable, whereas the mutual information is the amount of
information that one random variable contains about another.

Definition 2.1. The entropy of a random variable x with discrete support X and
probability mass function (pmf) p(x) is

H(x) = −
∑

x∈X
p(x) log p(x). (2.16)

Definition 2.2. The mutual information between two random variables x ∈ X
and y ∈ Y is

I(x; y) =
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y
p(x, y) log

(
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)

)

, (2.17)

where p(x, y) is the joint pmf of x and y.

Definition 2.3. The conditional mutual information between the random variables
x ∈ X and y ∈ Y conditioned on the random variable z ∈ Z is

I(x; y|z) =
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y

∑

z∈Z
p(x, y, z) log

(
p(x, y|z)

p(x|z)p(y|z)

)

. (2.18)
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2.2.2 Capacity

The capacity of a channel is a central figure of merit in information theory. It
quantifies how much information can be transmitted over a channel. In this sec-
tion we define the capacity of a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with a single
transmitter and a single receiver. We extend our definition to the AWGN channel
and to relay networks. This section follows closely the respective sections in the
text books [Yeu08] and [CT06].

Definition 2.4. A discrete channel consists of a finite set X of channel inputs, a
finite set Y of channel outputs and the conditional probability mass function (pmf)
p(y|x).

The conditional pmf p(y|x) defines the transition probability of a channel output
y ∈ Y given that a channel input x ∈ X was sent. Note that in a deterministic
channel p(y|x) takes only one of the values 0 or 1. In this case we merely have a
mapping from channel inputs x to channel outputs y.

We can use the channel b times by using a vector xb
1 of b channel inputs. The

corresponding channel output is the vector yb1.

Definition 2.5. For a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) a channel output yT
at time T depends only on the channel input xT at time T , that is,

p(yT |xT
1 ) = p(yT |xT ). (2.19)

Definition 2.6. An (M, b) code for a DMC consists of an encoding function

f : {1, 2, . . . ,M} → X b, (2.20)

which is a mapping of a messagem from the message set {1, 2, . . . ,M} to a vector xb
1

of b channel inputs, and a decoding function

g : Yb → {1, 2, . . . ,M} (2.21)

which maps the vector yb1 of channel outputs to a message estimate m̂.

The message m̂ estimated by the decoder at the receiver may or may not equal
the message m sent by the transmitter.

Definition 2.7. The conditional probability of error

λi = Pr(m̂ 6= m|m = i) (2.22)

is the probability that the decoder guesses the wrong message m̂ given that the
message i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} was sent.

Definition 2.8. The maximum probability of error is

λ(b) = max
i∈{1,2,...,M}

λi. (2.23)
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Our code uses the channel b times in order to send one message. Since the
message is taken from a set of cardinality M , we can convey logM bits per message
by using the messages with equal probability. For this, the channel is used b times.

Definition 2.9. The rate of an (M, b) code is

R =
logM

b
(2.24)

bits per channel use.

Definition 2.10. A rate R is achievable if there exists a sequence of codes (⌈2bR⌉, b)
for which the error probability λ(b) tends to 0 as the block length b tends to infinity.

Note that for many stochastic channels we require a block length b → ∞ in
order to reduce the error probability to 0. However, for deterministic channels we
can find a set of encoder and decoder that operates with zero error probability even
for a block length of b = 1.

Definition 2.11. The capacity of a channel is the supremum of all achievable rates.

Deriving the capacity directly is difficult in most cases. Instead, it is often pos-
sible to find a lower bound and an upper bound. Firstly, we pick a coding strategy,
which is achieving a certain rate at vanishing error probability. Apparently, this
rate is a lower bound on the capacity. Secondly, we show that the transmission
rate cannot be larger than a certain upper bound. We found the capacity if both
bounds coincide.

We consider a simple example for this procedure. Fig. 2.4 depicts a point-to-
point channel with three possible channel inputs A, B and C and two possible
channel outputs Y and Z. The channel is deterministic in the sense that sending
A results in receiving Y , and sending either B or C results in receiving Z. It is
obvious that we can achieve a rate of R = 1 bit per channel use by restricting the
channel inputs to the two values A and B. In fact we use a code with block length
b = 1 consisting of the code words A and B. The probability of error is zero, hence,
the rate R = 1 is achievable.

We still need to show thatR = 1 is the maximum achievable rate. This, however,
is trivial, since the capacity cannot exceed the entropy H(X) of the channel input

A

B

C

x y
Y

Z

Figure 2.4: Deterministic point-to-point channel with capacity of 1 bit per channel
use.
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or the entropy H(Y ) of the channel output. We have only two channel outputs,
hence, the entropy is bounded H(Y ) ≤ log 2 = 1. We conclude that the channel
capacity in our example is C = 1 bit per channel use.

The concept of capacity can be extended to channels with continuous input and
output alphabets of which the AWGN channel is one example. In this case it is
reasonable to constrain the power of the code words xb

1 according to

‖xb
1‖2 =

b∑

i=1

|xi|2 ≤ bP, (2.25)

hence, the energy used in every channel use has to be less or equal P on average.
A rate is achievable if there exists a sequence of (⌈2bR⌉, b) codes with code words
fulfilling the power constraint and with error probability going to 0 as b → ∞.

The concept of a code can be extended to topologies with more than two nodes.
We consider the case of relay networks with a single source S, a single destina-
tion D and a number of N − 2 relays r. This channel is characterized by sets
Xi and Yi of channel inputs and outputs at node i. Again, the channel is as-
sumed to be memoryless, that is, the channel outputs at time T depend only on
channel inputs at the same time. The conditional pmf of the channel is, hence,
p(y1, . . . , yN−2, yD|xS , x1, . . . , xN−2).

Definition 2.12. A code for a relay network consists of

1. an encoding function at the source S

fS : {1, 2, . . . ,M} → X b
S , (2.26)

mapping the message m to a block xb
1,S of b channel inputs,

2. time dependent encoding functions for the relays r

fr(T ) : YT−1
r → Xr, for r = 1, . . . , N − 2, (2.27)

mapping the previous channel outputs yT−1
1,r at time T to a single channel

input xT,r

3. and a decoding function at the destination

g : Yb
D → {1, 2, . . . ,M}, (2.28)

generating an estimate m̂ from the block yb1,D of channel outputs.

The probability of error and the concept of an achievable rate and capacity can
be defined similarly to the definitions above.
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2.2.3 Fundamental Results

It was shown by Shannon [Sha48] that the capacity of a point-to-point DMC can
be expressed in terms of the mutual information.

Theorem 2.1. The capacity of the point-to-point DMC is

C = max
p(x)

I(x; y), (2.29)

where the maximization is over all input distributions p(x).

For relay networks with one source S, one destination D and N − 2 relays we
can upper bound the capacity as follows [CT06].

Theorem 2.2. The cut-set bound for relay networks is

C ≤ max
p(xS ,x1,...,xN−2)

min
Ω∈ΛD

I
(

x(Ω); y(Ω̄)|x(Ω̄)
)

= C̄. (2.30)

The maximum is over the joint distributions of all channel inputs. The minimum
is over all cuts ΛD = {Ω : S ∈ Ω, D ∈ Ω̄} separating source and destination,
where Ω̄ = {S, 1, . . . , N − 2, D} \Ω is the complement of Ω. We use the short hand
x(Ω) = {xi : i ∈ Ω}.

2.2.4 Big O Notation

We use the notation f(x) = O(g(x)) [RU08] for expressing that f(x) is upper
bounded by g(x) up to a constant factor, that is, there exists a positive real number c
and a real number x0 such that

f(x) ≤ cg(x) for all x > x0. (2.31)

The relation is commonly referred to as f(x) is of order g(x).

2.3 Approximating AWGN Capacity

As outlined in the introduction, it is difficult to find the capacity of many multi-
terminal AWGN channels. Therefore, it is reasonable to search for approximations
to gain insights on the behavior of the capacity.

2.3.1 Degrees of Freedom

One important question is how the capacity scales with increasing SNR. In many
cases the capacity can be expressed as

C ≈ df log ρ (2.32)
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for high SNR ρ ≫ 1. The scaling factor df is called the degrees of freedom (DOF)
or the multiplexing gain, and it has first been used as a figure of merit for multiple-
input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems [Fos96], [FG98].

The DOF concept can also be used to characterize the capacity of single-antenna
scenarios. In [CJ08] Cadambe and Jafar proved a surprising fact about the K-user
IC with time-varying channel gains. In the limit of infinite SNR the sum rate of the
channel scales with K/2. This means that every pair of transmitter and receiver
sacrifices only half of its rate compared to the point-to-point case. However, this
is an asymptotical result. To what extend it can predict the rate for finite SNR is
unclear. Extensions of the DOF concept to general topologies have been studied in
[CJ09].

2.3.2 Approximation Within a Constant Gap

An approach that is similar but more capable than the DOF characterization is the
characterization of the AWGN capacity CG to within an additive constant gap as
suggested by Avestimehr et al. [ADT07a]. The approximation C̃ should fulfill

|CG − C̃| ≤ κ. (2.33)

The gap κ should be independent of the operating SNR, which can be thought
of the transmission power of each user. Note that we normalized the transmission
power in the AWGN model (2.3), hence, increasing the transmission power is re-
flected in uniformly increasing the channel gains

√
c hij , where c is the operating

SNR. Since both CG and C̃ increase with increasing operating SNR, while the gap
κ remains constant, the approximation gets tight in the high SNR regime. For
many applications this might be the interesting regime.

One notable contribution is the approximation of the AWGN IC for K = 2
transmitter-receiver pairs [ETW08]. The authors provide inner and outer bounds
on the capacity region and show that the gap between the bounds is at most 1 bit
per channel use. In contrast to the DOF result, this result holds for all values of
SNR. The accuracy of the approximation increases with SNR, since the constant
gap becomes small compared to the capacity. Note that the constant gap result
incorporates the DOF result, because the gap vanishes in the limit of infinite SNR.
Extensions of the results in the direction of K user IC have been published in
[BPT07], [BPT10].

For the case of relay networks it has been shown in [ADT08] that the capacity
CG is within a constant gap κ to the cut-set bound C̄G obtained by evaluating
(2.30) for the AWGN model. The authors prove the first inequality of

C̄G − κ ≤ CG ≤ C̄G, (2.34)

and the second inequality is due to Th. 2.2. The gap can be upper bounded as
κ ≤ 15N , hence, it depends only on the number of nodes N in the network. In
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later works the bound on the gap has been tightened to κ ≤ 2N [OD10] using
structured lattice coding [EZ04].

Recently, it has been shown that the capacity region of a relay network with
more than one destination (multicast) can also be approximated by the respective
cut-set bound to within an additive constant [KRV10a], [KRV10b].

2.3.3 Approximation by Deterministic Models

The idea behind deterministic modeling was maybe most clearly explained by Tse
in his plenary talk at the Conference on Information Sciences and Systems (CISS)
2008 [Tse08]. He used an illustration that is reproduced in Fig. 2.5.

The idea is to define a deterministic model in such a way that each AWGN
network has a corresponding representation in the deterministic model (the deter-
ministic network). The deterministic model is defined in a way that allows for
exact analysis of its capacity. In the last step (Perturbation) we hope to derive
approximate results for the AWGN network by using the exact analysis from the
deterministic network.

Obviously, the upper half of the figure contains only definitions. We might
define any deterministic model and find the corresponding representation of our
AWGN network. The two challenges are depicted in the lower half of the figure.
Firstly, we have to analyze the capacity in the deterministic model. This might be
an easy task or not, depending on the model we are considering. Secondly, we have
to show that the deterministic capacity is an approximation to the AWGN capacity
in some sense. One important way of approximating the AWGN capacity CAWGN

is within a constant gap, as discussed in the previous section.
Considering the two above-mentioned challenges, we expect a trade-off between

the difficulty of finding the deterministic capacity and proving the approximation
result. A very much simplified model will offer simple capacity analysis, but the
approximation result might be difficult to find or might not hold, because the two
models are rather unlike. On the other hand, a deterministic model that is similar
to the AWGN model might offer a shortcut to the approximation result, but finding

Deterministic networkGaussian network

Approximate analysis Exact analysis

Deterministic model

Perturbation

AWGN Linear Finite Field

Figure 2.5: Concept of approximating AWGN capacity by deterministic modeling.
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its capacity might not be much simpler than the original problem.
In the following we explore to what extend the two above-mentioned challenges

have been solved for the LFFM and the DSM, respectively.

Linear Finite-Field Model

The interaction of transmissions in the LFFM is greatly simplified by performing
all operations in the finite field. Finding the optimal transmission strategy reduces
to assigning the transmitted bits xi[l] to each of the transmitters’ bit levels l. As
for the first challenge, that is, finding the capacity in the LFFM, it can be shown
that the respective cut-set bound is achievable [ADT07b].

Theorem 2.3. The capacity of a relay network in the LFFM is

CD = min
Ω∈ΛD

rank
(
GΩ,Ω̄

)
= C̄D. (2.35)

Like in Th. 2.2, the minimum is over all cuts ΛD = {Ω : S ∈ Ω, D ∈ Ω̄} separating
source and destination. The matrix GΩ,Ω̄ relates all transmit signals {xi : i ∈ Ω}
to all receive signals {yj : j ∈ Ω̄} associated with the cut Ω. The entries have values
1 or 0 and represent the connectivity of the bits.

The second challenge would be to show a relation between CD and the capacity
CG of the respective AWGN model of the relay network. Avestimehr’s results
are sometimes misinterpreted, [EHSV09], [YS09], [SS09], in the sense that there
is equality between the cut-set bounds C̄D and C̄G in the LFFM and the AWGN
model, respectively. If this was true, there would at most be a constant gap between
the capacities CD and CG due to (2.34). However, there is no such relation, and
an example in [AK09] shows explicitly that the gap |CD −CG| can be unbounded.
We can therefore conclude that the LFFM cannot be used to find approximations
for the AWGN capacity in the way anticipated by Fig. 2.5.

Discrete Superposition Model

The DSM is conceptually closer to the AWGN model because operations are also in
the complex baseband. The essential difference between the two models is that the
Gaussian noise is replaced by the quantization noise due to the rounding operations.
For the DSM we can solve the second challenge of showing that the capacity in the
DSM approximates the AWGN capacity [AK10].

Theorem 2.4. The capacity CG of a relay network in the AWGN model and the
capacity CD of the corresponding relay network in the DSM are within a constant
gap

|CG − CD| ≤ κ, (2.36)

where κ = O(N logN).
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A similar theorem holds for the capacity region of the K-user interference chan-
nel. In both cases we can translate any transmission in the DSM into a transmission
in the AWGN model by using a lifting procedure [AK10].

The remaining challenge is to find the capacity CD in the DSM. Since the chan-
nel inputs in the DSM are discrete, finding the capacity is in principle a combina-
torial problem. However, we show in the next chapter that this problems quickly
grows out of hands. Hence, there is still a need for a practical solution to this first
challenge.





Chapter 3

Capacity in Discrete Superposition

Model

In this chapter we present capacity results for communication networks in the dis-
crete superposition model (DSM) [AK09]. After discussing some key aspects of the
model and introducing our proof concepts in Sec. 3.1 we successively develop tools
and results for bounding the capacity in the DSM. We find upper and lower bounds
on the capacity of the point-to-point channel in Sec. 3.2, the multiple-access chan-
nel (MAC) in Sec. 3.3 and the broadcast channel (BC) in Sec. 3.4. We utilize these
results for bounding the capacity of the parallel relay network (PRN) in Sec. 3.5.
Specifically, we find an approximation which is within a constant gap to the DSM
capacity of the PRN.

Since the PRN is a relay network, the core result Th. 2.4 by Anand and Kumar
[AK10] is applicable. The capacity in the DSM is a constant gap approximation
for the AWGN capacity and, hence, our approximation is within a constant gap to
the AWGN capacity.

3.1 Aspects of the DSM

The DSM as defined in Sec. 2.1.3 is designed to serve as an approximation for the
AWGN model defined in Sec. 2.1.2. There are three key differences between the
two models.

Firstly, there exists no noise term in the DSM, hence, the DSM is a deterministic
model. This greatly simplifies the design of coding strategies for the DSM. All
coding strategies developed in this chapter rely on codes with block length b = 1.
There is no need for long codewords to average out the influence of stochastic noise
in order to reduce the probability of error. In a deterministic model a codeword
either results in an error or not. We find a good code by finding as many codewords
as possible that can be received without error.

Secondly, the DSM comprises a rounding operation at the receiver. The quan-

23
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tization noise introduced by this operation is essentially an approximation for the
additive noise in the AWGN model. This rounding operation is the key aspect for
deriving upper bounds on the capacity.

Lastly, the channel inputs in the DSM can only take on values from a finite
set, that is, we have discrete channel inputs. Besides the rounding operation this
is another aspect that keeps the capacity of the model from being infinite. Fur-
thermore, the channel inputs are not only constrained in average power but also in
peak power. This is another detail of the DSM that facilitate the analysis.

Anand and Kumar give a very optimistic interpretation of their model. Since
at each node there is a finite number of channel inputs and, hence, a finite number
of channel outputs, there is a finite number of possible coding strategies in a com-
munication network. Therefore, to find the capacity we just have to optimize over
a finite set.

However, this optimization has exponential complexity, and therefore the op-
timization grows infeasible very quickly. We consider the example of a two-user
MAC to illustrate this fact. Assume that the channel gains are |h1| = |h2| = 100,
so that the operating SNR is 40 dB. In this case we have n = 6 according to (2.11),
hence, the number of different channel inputs is Ni = 212. To share the channel,
each of the transmitters chooses a subset of Ns inputs, say Ns = 210. There are

(
Ni

Ns

)2

≥
(
Ni

Ns

)2Ns

= 4(2
11) = 1024(

211

5 ) > 10(3·
211

5 ) > 101228 (3.1)

possible combinations of choosing the subsets. The capacity in the DSM serves
as a tight approximation for the AWGN capacity in the high SNR regime, hence,
the complexity of calculating the capacity will be even higher than in the above
example. We can conclude that the advantage of optimizing discrete channel inputs
over optimizing continuous channel inputs is only of theoretical nature.

Nevertheless, the DSM can be a valuable tool for approximating the capacity
of AWGN networks. If we find expressions for the capacity in the DSM, that
can be easily evaluated, those expressions serve as capacity approximations for the
AWGN counterpart. The fact that the AWGN capacity can be approximated by
the DSM capacity was proved for the class of relay networks and for the interference
channel. Hence, if we find the DSM capacity for these topologies, we find the desired
approximation.

Recall that the DSM capacity approximates the AWGN capacity within a con-
stant gap of order N logN , with N being the number of nodes in the network.
Hence, instead of finding exact expressions for the DSM capacity, we can concen-
trate our effort on finding bounds with a gap of order N logN or lower. We will
see shortly, that finding simple expressions for the exact DSM capacity is difficult,
however, finding bounds is possible.

Before stating our results and the formal proofs it is instructive to discuss the
main concept behind them. Consider Fig. 3.1 for an illustration of the rounding
operation [·] defined in (2.9). The dashed lines represent the boundaries of the
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the rounding operation. Region of symbols [h]x (solid
square) and boundaries of rounding operation (dashed).
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rounding. Two received signals [h]x1 and [h]x2 in the same rectangle are rounded
towards the same value y1 = [[h]x1] = [[h]x2] = y2. We say that the symbols x1

and x2 merge.
From (2.12) we know that the real and imaginary part of the transmit symbols

x are in the interval xRe, xIm ∈ [0, 1/
√
2). The solid square indicates the set of

possible symbols [h]x.
We can obtain a useful upper bound on the DSM capacity as follows. The solid

square is cut into a number of pieces by the dashed grid. The rounded signal y
cannot attain more different values than this number of pieces. This argument can
be extended to the case of multiple receivers and multiple transmitters.

The key idea to design transmission strategies is to pick transmit symbols x1,
x2 that do not merge, that is, the signals [h]x1 and [h]x2 cannot fall into the
same dashed rectangle. It is obvious that a sufficiently large gap between transmit
symbols can assure this. Designing strategies for multiple transmitters or receivers
requires some additional ideas that are outlined in the proofs below.

3.2 Approximate Capacity of the DSM Point-to-Point

Channel

We start our analysis by considering the point-to-point channel consisting of a single
transmitter and a single receiver. The capacity of the AWGN point-to-point channel
is known since Shannon [Sha48], hence, we cannot expect any interesting results
from our approximating analysis. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to develop the
necessary tools for the simplest case to gain understanding of the main challenges.

The DSM of the point-to-point channel is

y =
[

[h] x
]

, (3.2)

and our goal is to find its capacity. The channel is described by its channel gain h.
It has a set

D + jD (3.3)

of discrete channel inputs x and a set

Y =
{[

[h] x
]

: x ∈ D + jD
}

(3.4)

of discrete channel outputs y. The transition probability p(y|x) can only attain
values 0 or 1, because the channel output y is completely determined by the channel
input x. Define the cardinality m = |Y|, and note that |D + jD| = 22n.

Lemma 3.1. The capacity of the point-to-point channel in the DSM is

CD = logm. (3.5)

It can be achieved by codewords of block length b = 1.
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Proof. The capacity is constrained by both the number of channel inputs 22n and
the number of channel outputs m. Clearly,

CD ≤ min(2n, logm) = logm, (3.6)

because two or more channel inputs can result in the same channel input.
There are m different channel outputs, and each can be generated by at least

one channel input. To achieve the rate R = logm, the transmitter uses only those
m channel inputs x that result in distinct channel outputs y. Using this set with
uniform probability achieves the rate R = logm.

We realize that logm is not only an upper bound, but the capacity of the point-
to-point channel in the DSM. It is sufficient to use codewords of length b = 1 to
achieve capacity. This is not surprising, because the channel is deterministic.

Finding the number m of distinct channel outputs y is difficult. It depends on
both the angle and the magnitude of the channel gain. Consider the sketch of the
received signal in Fig. 3.1 again. The solid square representing the signals [h]x
gets sliced by the dashed grid that represents the rounding operation. Each slice
corresponds to one channel output y after the rounding. It is difficult to analyze in
how many parts the solid square will be sliced.

Furthermore, the transmit symbols x have discrete values. In order to generate a
channel output y we need a channel input x so that [h]x falls onto the corresponding
slice. Such channel input might not exist in the discrete set, and whether or not it
exists depends on the the value of n.

Although it is difficult to find analytical expressions for the DSM capacity, we
can evaluate it numerically. For any given channel gain h we find the cardinality m
of channel outputs. We simply generate the set of discrete channel inputs x accord-
ing to (2.12) and pass it through the channel (3.2). We then count the number of
distinct channel outputs y. Note that we obtain the exact numerical value of the
capacity from this procedure. The value is not just an approximation commonly
found by Monte Carlo simulations.

The solid line in Fig. 3.2 depicts the capacity CD in the DSM as a function
of the channel magnitude |h|. The phase of the channel gain is kept constant at
arg(h) = 1. The shape of the function depends slightly on arg(h), however, we will
find bounds that do not depend on the channel phase. Therefore, the dependency
on the phase is of minor interest to us.

The graph of the DSM capacity CD has characteristic steps caused by the in-
crease of the integer n, which depends on the channel gain through (2.11). On each
step there is a slope followed by a flat part. In the flat part all 22n receive symbols y
are distinct. The capacity is CD = 2n, and it is limited by the number of transmit
symbols x. In the slope part some of the symbols merge. The capacity is limited
by the number of distinct receive symbols.

We already discussed why it would be difficult to find an analytical expression
for the number m of distinct receive symbols and, hence, for the DSM capacity CD.
The shape of the capacity graph supports our speculation. The only way to express
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Figure 3.2: Capacity of point-to-point channel in DSM with upper and lower bounds
due to Lem. 3.2 and Lem. 3.3, respectively. The channel gain is h = |h|ej .
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the capacity would be a complicated compound of case differentiations. Therefore,
it is reasonable to approximate the capacity.

Whenever we use the term approximation, we refer to it in the strict sense
of finding upper and lower bounds, rather than in the loose sense of finding an
expression which is reasonable close. Our goal is to find an upper and a lower
bound with a constant difference. This difference, or gap, should be independent
of the channel gain h. However, it may scale with the number of nodes in a larger
network. The reasoning behind this goal is to use the bounds on the DSM capacity
as bounds on the AWGN capacity. For certain cases the two capacities are within
a gap that depends on the number of nodes only. Hence, if our bounds on the
DSM capacity are within a constant gap, we found an approximation of the AWGN
capacity within a constant gap.

Lemma 3.2. The capacity of the point-to-point channel in the DSM can be upper-
bounded as

CD ≤ log

( |h|2
2

+ 3
√
2|h|+ 9

)

. (3.7)

Proof. Consider Fig. 3.1 again. We investigate in how many pieces the dashed grid
can cut the solid square. Note that the dashed grid is irregular, because there
is no rounding boundary at Re([h]x) = 0 and Im([h]x) = 0. We add those two
boundaries in order to make the grid regular. By adding boundaries the number of
pieces can only increase.

Due to (2.12),

xRe ≤
1− 2−n

√
2

<
1√
2
, (3.8)

that is, the set of transmit symbols is constrained to a square with side length
1/

√
2. Hence, the solid square that constrains the values of [h]x has a side length

of at most
∣
∣
∣
∣

[h]√
2

∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ |h|√

2
. (3.9)

In order to find an upper bound on the number of pieces, we enlarge the side
length to ⌈|h|/

√
2⌉, that is, to the next integer value. This can only increase the

number of pieces. Next, we align the integer valued square with the dashed grid,
so that it is cut into ⌈|h|/

√
2⌉2 pieces. Finally, we expand the square by a small

amount into all four directions, which adds a number of 4⌈|h|/
√
2⌉ + 4 pieces on

the border of the square. It is easy to see that this configuration results in the
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maximum amount of pieces, that is,

m ≤
⌈ |h|√

2

⌉2

+ 4

⌈ |h|√
2

⌉

+ 4 (3.10a)

≤
( |h|√

2
+ 1

)2

+ 4

( |h|√
2
+ 1

)

+ 4 (3.10b)

=
|h|2
2

+ 3
√
2|h|+ 9. (3.10c)

Recall CD = logm to conclude the proof.

The upper bound (3.7) is depicted in Fig. 3.2 as a dashed line. We observe that
it is surprisingly tight at the points where the graph of the capacity has a step.
At these points the value of n changes, that is, the number of transmit symbols x
increases. If there are many transmit symbols, it is likely that there is at least one
symbol [h]x in each of the regions created by the rounding operation. Hence, our
approach of finding the number of regions yields a tight bound.

Next, we derive an achievable rate for the point-to-point channel. The main
idea is to use only a subset of the transmit symbols x. The subset is chosen so that
no transmit symbol merges with any other transmit symbol due to the rounding
operation at the receiver. Hence, by reducing the set of transmit symbols we assure
an error free transmission.

Lemma 3.3. We can achieve a rate of

R = max (0, 2 log |h| − 6) (3.11)

over the DSM point-to-point channel.

The maximum is due to the fact that a rate cannot be negative. To simplify the
formulation of the subsequent lemmas Lem. 3.7, Lem. 3.9, Lem. 3.11 and Lem. 3.13
we will omit the maximum.

Proof. Note that if |h| ≤ 5 we have R = 0. In the rest of the proof we consider the
case |h| ≥ 5.

Two symbols x1, x2 merge at the transmitter if [[h]x1] = [[h]x2]. Equivalently
we can ask how close the two points [h]x1 and [h]x2 may be before the rounding
operation. Consider Fig. 3.1 once more. The worst case of two symbols merging,
that have maximum distance, occurs around [h]x = 0. If [h]x1 = 1 + j − ε and
[h]x2 = −1 − j + ε for a small complex valued ε with Re(ε) > 0 and Im(ε) > 0,
the two points merge at the origin. We might argue that this case cannot happen
because the symbols [h]x are constrained to the solid rectangle. However, in view
of more general cases with more than one transmitter we consider a general set of
transmit symbols.
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Thus, if ∣
∣
∣[h]x1 − [h]x2

∣
∣
∣ ≥ 2

√
2, (3.12)

we can avoid any merging of receive symbols.
According to (2.12), the distance between two transmit symbols is at least

2−n/
√
2. We choose a subset of transmit symbols in a regular way, that corresponds

to choosing only the black fields of a checkerboard. Using only half of the transmit
symbols increases the distance between them by a factor of

√
2. We repeat the

reduction p times, in order to obtain a set of transmit symbols that have a distance
of at least

|x1 − x2| ≥
2−n

√
2

(√
2
)p

. (3.13)

We can bound
∣
∣
∣[h]x1 − [h]x2

∣
∣
∣ = |[h]|

∣
∣
∣x1 − x2

∣
∣
∣ (3.14a)

≥ |[h]|2
−n

√
2

(√
2
)p

(3.14b)

≥ 2
√
2, (3.14c)

where the last inequality is to fulfill the condition (3.12), which assures that symbols
do not merge. This inequality yields an expression for the minimum amount of
transmit symbol reductions p. Since p needs to be integer valued, we find

p =
⌈

2n+ 4− 2 log |[h]|
⌉

. (3.15)

The rate achieved by using all 22n symbols is R = 2n. By using only half of the
symbols the rate is decreased by one bit

Hence, sacrificing this number of bits avoids merging of symbols. The resulting
rate is

R = 2n− p (3.16a)

= 2n−
⌈

2n+ 4− 2 log |[h]|
⌉

(3.16b)

=
⌊

2 log |[h]|
⌋

− 4 (3.16c)

≥ 2 log |[h]| − 5 (3.16d)

≥ 2 log
(

|h| −
√
2
)

− 5 (3.16e)

≥ 2 log

( |h|√
2

)

− 5 (3.16f)

= 2 log |h| − 6, (3.16g)

where we have used |h| ≥ 5 in (3.16f).
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The achievable rate (3.11) is depicted in Fig. 3.2 by a dash-dotted line. The
bound is relatively loose, which is mainly due to the irregularity of the rounding
grid. The large area of values rounded towards zero requires a larger gap between
transmit symbols than a regular grid would require. We summarize the results on
the DSM capacity of the point-to-point channel in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. For |h| ≥ 5 the capacity of the point-to-point channel in the DSM
can be approximated as

2 log |h| − 6 ≤ CD ≤ 2 log |h|+ 1. (3.17)

Proof. Consider that
|h|2
2

+ 3
√
2|h|+ 9 ≤ 2|h|2, (3.18)

for |h| ≥ 5 in Lem. 3.2 to obtain the upper bound.

We realize that the gap between upper and lower bound is a constant of 7 bits.
We say that the capacity is approximated within a constant gap. The point-to-
point channel is a very simple example for a relay network, hence, due to Th. 2.4,
the DSM capacity CD and the AWGN capacity CG are within a constant gap,

|CD − CG| ≤ κ. (3.19)

Connecting this to Th. 3.1 yields

2 log |h| − 6− κ ≤ CG ≤ 2 log |h|+ 1 + κ. (3.20)

The approximation 2 log |h| is therefore an approximation of the AWGN capacity
within a constant gap. However, there is no use for this approximation because the
AWGN capacity of the point-to-point channel is known exactly,

CG = log
(
1 + |h|2

)
. (3.21)

The purpose of this section was mainly to illustrate proof and approximation strate-
gies. In the next sections we will extend the results to topologies, where the AWGN
capacity is unknown.

3.3 Bounds on the Capacity Region of the MAC in the

DSM

The multiple-access channel (MAC) is an important building block for communi-
cation networks. It describes the situation of a single receiver that receives trans-
missions from multiple transmitters at the same time in the same frequency band.
Hence, the transmissions interfere with each other, which demands precautions both
at the transmitters and the receiver in order to enable the receiver to understand
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the messages of the transmitters. One example for a MAC is the uplink phase of a
cellular network, where multiple cell phones transmit data to the base station.

A MAC with K transmitters incorporates K transmissions of possibly indepen-
dent data. A transmission strategy yields a tuple of K simultaneously achievable
rates R1, R2, . . . , RK . Hence, the capacity is a K-dimensional region of achievable
rate tuples.

3.3.1 Capacity Region of the Two-User MAC in the DSM

We study the MAC with K = 2 transmitters first, and we extend our results to
the general case of K transmitters subsequently. Again, we find inner and outer
bounds on the DSM capacity region of the MAC.

The two-user MAC is modeled as

y =
[

[h1]x1

]

+
[

[h2]x2

]

. (3.22)

Firstly, we find capacity approximations in terms of the cardinality m = |Y| of the
channel output y. For k ∈ {1, 2} define the cardinality mk = |Yk| of the channel
outputs yk = [[hk]xk] of the corresponding point-to-point channels.

Lemma 3.4. The capacity region of the two-user MAC in the DSM is outer-
bounded by

CD
1 ≤ logm1, (3.23a)

CD
2 ≤ logm2, (3.23b)

CD
1 + CD

2 ≤ logm. (3.23c)

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lem. 3.1. Since there are only m
different channel outputs y, the sum of the two rates R1, R2 cannot exceed logm.
Furthermore, the individual rates cannot exceed the DSM capacity of the cor-
responding point-to-point channel. This is because (3.22) is essentially the sum
y1 + y2 of the two point-to-point channel outputs yk = [[hk]xk].

Note that this would not be true if the rounding operation was outside the sum
like in the truncated deterministic model (2.14). In this case transmitter 1 could
transmit a constant x2, that increases the cardinality of y, hence, the point-to-point
channel capacity could be exceeded.

Similar to the point-to-point case, it is difficult to obtain the values ofm, m1 and
m2. However, for given channel gains we can find them by numerical evaluation.
In Fig. 3.3 we consider the channel gains h1 = 9ej and h2 = 10e4j as an example.
The outer bound due to Lemma 3.4 corresponds to the solid pentagon.

As opposed to the point-to-point case, it is unclear whether the outer bound
can be achieved. So far we know only two rate pairs,

R′
1 = logm1, R′

2 = 0, (3.24a)

R′′
1 = 0, R′′

2 = logm2, (3.24b)
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Figure 3.3: Inner and outer bounds on the capacity region of the two-transmitter
MAC in the DSM for h1 = 9ej and h2 = 10e4j. Solid lines are due to Lem. 3.4 and
Lem. 3.5. Crosses mark achievable rate pairs. The closed form bounds of Lem. 3.6
and Lem. 3.7 are depicted as dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively.
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that can be achieved by activating only one of the transmitters at a time. The
following lemma presents rate pairs for simultaneous transmission.

Lemma 3.5. The capacity region of the two-user MAC in the DSM is inner-
bounded by the closure of the convex hull of all rate pairs (R1, R2) satisfying

R1 = log |X1|, R2 = log |X2|, (3.25)

for sets X1 and X2 of transmit symbols x1 and x2 that result in distinct receive
symbols y. In other words, the members of the set of receive symbols

{

y =
[

[h1]x1

]

+
[

[h2]x2

]

: x1 ∈ X1, x2 ∈ X2

}

(3.26)

are distinct.

Proof. Given the two sets X1 and X2 we can achieve the rate pair (R1, R2) by using
the symbols within each set with uniform probability. The convex hull is achievable
by using time sharing between two rate pairs.

Obtaining pairs of sets (X1, X2) is a difficult process of exponential complexity.
One way of finding the sets would be to try all possible combinations and pick
the pairs that achieve the largest rate region. A slightly more efficient way is to
reformulate the problem in terms of the search for the largest clique in a graph.

1. Fix the set X1 of transmit symbols for transmitter 1.

2. Build a graph with nodes i representing all possible transmit symbols x2,i ∈
D + jD of transmitter 2 according to (2.12).

3. For every pair (i, j) of nodes check if the sets {[[h1]x1] + [[h2]x2,i] : x1 ∈ X1}
and {[[h1]x1]+ [[h2]x2,j ] : x1 ∈ X1} are disjoint. That is, check if the symbols
x2,i and x2,j can be used in X2. If they can be used, connect the two nodes i
and j.

4. In the resulting graph search for the largest clique, the largest complete sub-
graph.

Finding the largest clique in a graph is a problem of exponential complexity,
and we have to perform this search for every set X1. In order to find the rate pairs
in a reasonable amount of time, we have to consider examples with limited amount
of transmit symbols. The channel gains used in the example of Fig. 3.3 result in
n = 2, that is, we have 22n = 16 possible transmit symbols. The achievable rate
pairs obtained from our search are marked with crosses. The achievable rate region
corresponds to the convex hull of the rate pairs depicted as a solid curve.

Like in the previous section, we would like to find bounds on the DSM capacity
region with expressions that can be easily evaluated. In the next step we will find
bounds that are functions only of the channel gains h1 and h2.
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Lemma 3.6. For |h1| ≥ 5 and |h2| ≥ 5 the capacity region of the two-user MAC
in the DSM is outer-bounded by

CD
1 ≤ 2 log (|h1|) + 1, (3.27a)

CD
2 ≤ 2 log (|h2|) + 1, (3.27b)

CD
1 + CD

2 ≤ 2 log (|h1|+ |h2|) + 2. (3.27c)

Proof. In order to prove the bound (3.27c) on the DSM sum capacity, we extend
the proof of Lemma 3.2. Consider that the signals [h1]x1 and [h2]x2 are constrained
to squares with side lengths |h1|/

√
2 and |h2|/

√
2, respectively. The rounding op-

eration can alter a signal’s real and imaginary part by at most 1, hence, it results
in a shift of at most

√
2. The signals [[hk]xk] are therefore constrained to squares

of side length

ak =
|hk|√
2
+ 2

√
2 ≤

√
2|hk|, k ∈ {1, 2}, (3.28)

where we have used |hk| ≥ 5.
Due to (3.22) the received signal y is the sum of [[h1]x1] and [[h2]x2]. Accounting

for different angles of the channel gains, we find that y is constrained to a square
of side length

ay ≤ a1 +
√
2a2 ≤

√
2|h1|+ 2|h2|. (3.29)

The last question we have to answer is: How many complex integers can fit in
a square of side length ay. This will be an upper bound on the cardinality |Y| of
y. We see that we cannot fit more than

⌈ay⌉2 ≤
(√

2|h1|+ 2|h2|+ 1
)2

(3.30a)

≤ (2|h1|+ 2|h2|)2 (3.30b)

complex integers in such a square. Thus, the DSM sum capacity is upper bounded
as

CD
1 + CD

2 ≤ log
(

(2|h1|+ 2|h2|)2
)

(3.31a)

= 2 log (|h1|+ |h2|) + 2. (3.31b)

The bounds on the point-to-point capacities (3.27a) and (3.27b) are analogous
to Th. 3.1.
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The outer bound corresponds to the dashed pentagon in Fig. 3.3. The bound is
quite loose, which is mainly due to the small channel gains. Consider that for small
channel gains the upper bound on the point-to-point channel capacity in Fig. 3.2
is loose as well.

In order to find an inner bound on the capacity region of the two-user MAC,
we assume |h2| ≥ |h1| without loss of generality.

Lemma 3.7. The capacity region of the two-user MAC in the DSM is inner-
bounded by the closure of the convex hull of the three rate pairs

R′
1 = 0, R′

2 = 2 log |h2| − 6, (3.32a)

R′′
1 = 2 log |h1| − 6, R′′

2 = 2 log

( |h2|
|h1|

)

− 6, (3.32b)

R′′′
1 = 2 log |h1| − 6, R′′′

2 = 0. (3.32c)

Proof. The first and third rate pair are achievable due to Lem. 3.3 by activating
only one transmitter.

For the second rate pair, note that if |h1| < 5 we have R′′
1 < 0, hence, the

first rate pair is superior. If h2 < 8|h1|, then R′′
2 < 0, hence, the third rate pair

is superior. In the rest of the proof we consider the case in which |h1| ≥ 5 and
h2 ≥ 8|h1|.

In order to allow both transmitters to be active and achieve the second rate pair
(3.32b) we apply the following strategy. Transmitter 1 behaves as if transmitter 2
was not active. It transmits at a rate R′′

1 = 2 log |h1| − 6 by using the strategy for
the point-to-point channel in the proof of Lem. 3.3. The received signal [h1]x1 due
to transmitter 1 occupies at most a square of side length |h1|/

√
2.

Transmitter 2 has a larger channel gain h2, that is, its signal [h2]x2 spans a
larger area. It is therefore possible for transmitter 2 to use a subset of its transmit
symbols without confusing the receiver. Fig. 3.4 depicts this strategy. A solid
square represents the area occupied by the first transmitter’s signal [h1]x1, the
signals [h2]x2 due to transmitter 2 are depicted as black circles. The sum of the
two signals corresponds to a number of shifted solid squares. The receiver can
resolve both symbols x1 and x2 if the solid squares are not overlapping. Our goal
is to find a lower bound on the number m2 of symbols x2 that transmitter 2 can
use.

This number is larger than the number of solid squares that can be fit into
the dashed square, which represents the area occupied by the signal [[h2]x2]. We
already know that the solid squares have side length of at most |h1|/

√
2. Hence,

due to possibly different angles of h1 and h2, a solid square can occupy a space
up to |h1| in any direction. If we fill the dashed square, we might have to accept
a small gap δ between solid squares, because the symbols x2 have discrete values.
We can upper bound δ by the maximum distance of two neighboring symbols x′

2
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Figure 3.4: Illustration for the proof of Lem. 3.7.
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and x′′
2 , thus,

δ ≤
∣
∣
∣

[

[h2]x
′
2

]

−
[

[h2]x
′′
2

]∣
∣
∣ (3.33a)

≤
∣
∣
∣[h2x

′
2] −

[

(h2 − sgnh2Re − j sgnh2Im)x
′′
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

h̃

] ∣
∣
∣ (3.33b)

≤
∣
∣
∣h2x

′
2 −

(

(h2 − sgnh2Re − j sgnh2Im)x
′′
2 − sgn h̃Re − j sgn h̃Im

)∣
∣
∣ (3.33c)

≤ |h2||x′
2 − x′′

2 |+ 2
√
2 (3.33d)

=
|h2|√
2
2−n + 2

√
2 (3.33e)

≤ |h2|√
2

2

max(|h2Re|, |h2Im|)
+ 2

√
2 (3.33f)

≤ |h2|√
2

2
√
2

|h2|
+ 2

√
2 (3.33g)

= 2 + 2
√
2 ≤ 5. (3.33h)

The step (3.33d) is due to the triangle inequality, (3.33e) holds because x′
2 and x′′

2

are neighboring symbols, and in (3.33f) we used the definition of n due to (2.11).
It remains to find a lower bound on the length of the dashed square occupied

by the signal [[h2]x2]. Consider the two corner points

[[h2]x2]x2=0 = 0 (3.34)

and

[[h2]x2]x2=
1−2−n

√
2

. (3.35)

The distance is

∣
∣
∣
∣

[

[h2]
1− 2−n

√
2

]∣
∣
∣
∣
≥
∣
∣
∣
∣

[

[h2]
15

16
√
2

]∣
∣
∣
∣

(3.36a)

≥
∣
∣
∣
∣

(

|h2| −
√
2
) 15

16
√
2

∣
∣
∣
∣
−
√
2 (3.36b)

=
15

16
√
2
|h2| −

15

16
−
√
2 (3.36c)

≥ |h2|
2

, (3.36d)

where we have used |h2| ≥ 40 and, hence, n ≥ 4 in (3.36a) and (3.36d).
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This means that transmitter 2 can use at least
⌊ |h2|/2
|h1|+ δ

⌋2

≥
⌊ |h2|
4|h1|

⌋2

(3.37a)

≥
( |h2|
4|h1|

− 1

)2

(3.37b)

≥
( |h2|
8|h1|

)2

(3.37c)

of its transmit symbols. In (3.37c) we have used |h2|/|h1| ≥ 8 and the fact that the
parabola (x/4 − 1)2 is above the parabola (x/8)2 for x ≥ 8. Hence, transmitter 2
can send at a rate of

R′′
2 = 2 log

( |h2|
|h1|

)

− 6 (3.38)

in the presence of transmitter 1.

The achievable rate region corresponds to the dash-dotted line close to the
origin in Fig. 3.3. In this example R′′

2 = 0, and therefore, the tetragon reduces to
a triangle.

3.3.2 Capacity Region of the K-User MAC in the DSM

In this part we consider the MAC with an arbitrary number of K transmitters.
The signal received at the receiver is

y =

K∑

k=1

[

[hk]xk

]

. (3.39)

Again, we find an outer bound on the DSM capacity region as well as a set of
achievable rate tuples that span an achievable rate region. Both results can be
obtained by extending the ideas we used in the previous section for two transmitters.

Lemma 3.8. For every subset of transmitters S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} with |hmax| =
maxk∈S |hk| the sum capacity of a MAC in the DSM is upper bounded as

∑

k∈S
CD

k ≤ 2 log |hmax|+ 2 log |S|+ 7, (3.40)

The capacity region of the K-user MAC in the DSM is outer bounded by the set of
2K − 1 upper bounds.

Proof. Consider a set of transmitters S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}. We extend the proof idea of
Lem. 3.6 by showing that the sum signal

yS =
∑

k∈S

[

[hk]xk

]

(3.41)
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is constrained to a square of side length aS , and we upper bound the number of
complex integers in such a square.

Given that the signal [[hk]xk] occupies a square of side length ak, we see that
the sum yS is constrained to a square of side length

aS ≤ amax +
∑

k∈S\max

√
2ak (3.42a)

≤
√
2|S|amax, (3.42b)

where the factor
√
2 is due to possible rotations of the squares.

Firstly, consider the case |hmax| = maxk∈S |hk| ≥ 5. In the proof of Lem. 3.6
we found that the square occupied by the signal [[hmax]xmax] has a side length of
at most amax ≤

√
2|hmax|. Therefore,

aS ≤ 2|S||hmax|. (3.43)

In a square of side length aS there can be at most

⌈aS⌉2 ≤ (2|S||hmax|+ 1)
2

(3.44a)

≤ (3|S||hmax|)2 (3.44b)

complex integers. Consider that this number cannot be altered by any of the signals
[[hl]xl] due to transmitters l 6∈ S not in the set S. This is because of the linearity
of the model (3.39). Hence, the DSM sum capacity of this set is upper bounded as

∑

k∈S
CD

k ≤ log ⌈aS⌉2 (3.45a)

≤ 2 log |hmax|+ 2 log |S|+ 2 log 3. (3.45b)

For the case |hmax| < 5 we find

⌈aS⌉2 ≤
(√

2|S|amax + 1
)2

(3.46a)

=

(√
2|S|

( |hmax|√
2

+ 2
√
2

)

+ 1

)2

(3.46b)

≤ (9|S|+ 1)2 (3.46c)

≤ (10|S|)2 , (3.46d)

where (3.46b) is due to (3.28). The corresponding bound on the DSM sum capacity
is hence

∑

k∈S
CD

k ≤ 2 log |S|+ 2 log 10. (3.47)
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We can combine the two bounds (3.45) and (3.47) to the bound

∑

k∈S
CD

k ≤ 2 log |hmax|+ 2 log |S|+ 7, (3.48)

since 2 log 3 < 7 and 2 log 10 < 7.

In order to formulate the achievable rate tuple, consider a subset of transmitters
S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}. We order the transmitters in S with respect to the magnitude of
their channel gains, that is, |h1| ≤ |h2| ≤ · · · ≤ |h|S||.

Lemma 3.9. Over the MAC in the DSM we can achieve a tuple of rates

R1 = 2 log |h1| − 6, (3.49a)

Rk = 2 log

(

|hk|
∑

l∈{1,...,k−1} |hl|

)

− 6, k ∈ {2, . . . , |S|}, (3.49b)

Rl = 0, l 6∈ S, (3.49c)

for any set of transmitters S.

Proof. Note that if |h1| < 5, then R1 < 0, thus, we consider only the case |h1| ≥ 5.
Furthermore, if |hk| < 8|hk−1| for k ∈ {2, . . . , |S|}, then Rk < 0. In this case the
rate tuple of the set S\k is superior, hence, we consider only the case |hk| ≥ 8|hk−1|
in the following proof.

The strategy to achieve the above rate tuples is a straight forward extension of
the strategy used to achieve the rates in Lem. 3.7. The transmitter k uses symbols
xk that are sufficiently far apart in order to avoid confusion of the receiver about
the sum signal y. The signal [[hl]xl] of a transmitter l < k with lower magnitude of
channel gain hl is constrained to a square of side length |hl|/

√
2. Hence, the sum

∑

l∈{1,...,k−1}
[[hl]xl] (3.50)

extends at most

gk =
∑

l∈{1,...,k−1}
|hl| (3.51)

in any given direction, considering the angle of the channel gains. The transmitter k
can therefore use symbols xk so that [[hk]xk] are at least gk far apart. Since xk is
discrete valued, we have to account for an additional gap of δ ≤ 5 as outlined in
(3.33).
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According to (3.36), the signal [[hk]xk] occupies a square of at least |hk|/2,
hence, the number of symbols that can be used by transmitter k is

⌊

|hk|/2
∑

l∈{1,...,k−1} |hl|+ δ

⌋2

≥
(

|hk|
4
∑

l∈{1,...,k−1} |hl|
− 1

)2

(3.52a)

≥
(

|hk|
8
∑

l∈{1,...,k−1} |hl|

)2

, (3.52b)

where we have used |hk| ≥ 8|hk−1| in (3.52b). This yields the achievable rate Rk.
The weakest transmitter in the set S achieves the rate R1 by utilizing the strategy
for the point-to-point channel, and the rest of the receivers l 6∈ S remains silent.

The bounds on the DSM sum capacity found in Lem. 3.8 and Lem. 3.9 can
be shown to be within a constant gap. The following theorem formulates this
correspondence and summarizes our analysis of the MAC in the DSM.

Theorem 3.2. Consider a subset S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} of transmitters with a maxi-
mum channel gain |hmax| = maxk∈S |hk|. The DSM sum capacity of this set is
approximately

C̃sum = 2 log |hmax|, (3.53)

in the sense that C̃sum is at most a constant gap
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
C̃sum −

∑

k∈S
CD

k

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ κMAC (3.54)

away from the DSM sum capacity. The gap depends only on the number |S| of
transmitters in the set, that is,

κMAC = O(|S| log |S|). (3.55)

Proof. Lem. 3.8 provides
∑

k∈S
CD

k ≤ C̃sum +O(log |S|). (3.56)

Summing the achievable rates due to Lem. 3.9 yields

∑

k∈S
Rk = 2 log

(

|h1|
|h2|
|h1|

|h3|
|h1|+ |h2|

× · · · × h|S|
|h1|+ · · ·+ |h|S|−1|

)

− 6|S| (3.57a)

≥ 2 log

(

|h1|
|h2|
|h1|

|h3|
2|h2|

× · · · × h|S|
(|S| − 1)|h|S|−1|

)

− 6|S| (3.57b)

= 2 log

( |hmax|
(|S| − 1)!

)

− 6|S| (3.57c)

≥ 2 log |hmax| − 2 (|S| − 1) log (|S| − 1)− 6|S| (3.57d)

= C̃sum −O(|S| log |S|). (3.57e)
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We have used the ordering |h1| ≤ |h2| ≤ · · · ≤ |h|S|| of the transmitters with respect
to the channel magnitudes in (3.57b) and the identity h|S| = hmax in (3.57c).

3.4 Bounds on the Capacity Region of the BC in the DSM

In this section we consider another canonical channel, the broadcast channel (BC).
It consists of a single transmitter and a number of K receivers. In the DSM the
received signal at each of the receivers is

yk =
[

[hk] x
]

, k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.58)

The term broadcast can be misleading because there are two different concepts
of it. Broadcasting can refer to a situation similar to television broadcasting, where
the transmitter sends the same message to all receivers. On the other hand we can
refer to the downlink of a cellular network as broadcast. In this case the transmitter
wants to send individual messages to the receivers. We consider the latter case and,
hence, we are interested in the K-dimensional region of achievable rate tuples {Rk}.

Like in the previous sections we derive inner and outer bounds on the region by
exploiting the deterministic properties of the DSM. Interestingly, the approximate
sum capacity turns out to be the same as the approximate sum capacity of the
corresponding MAC, that is, the MAC with the same set of channel gains hk.

Lemma 3.10. The DSM sum capacity of any subset S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} of receivers
with |hmax| = maxk∈S |hk| can be upper bounded as

∑

k∈S
CD

k ≤ 2 log |hmax|+ |S| log 6 + 3. (3.59)

Proof. We allow joint processing of the received signals yk, k ∈ S. This can only
increase the sum capacity. Due to (2.12) the transmitted signal x takes on values
from a square in the complex plane. The side length of that square is at most 1/

√
2.

The square gets scaled and rotated by multiplying [hk] and sliced in unit squares
by the rounding operation in (3.58). As in the proof of Lem. 3.2 we consider a
regular grid by adding the two boundaries at Re([hk]x) = 0 and Im([hk]x) = 0,
respectively. This increases the number of slices and, hence, yields an upper bound
on the DSM capacity.

Slicing the signal [hk]x with a square grid of unit grid distance is equivalent
to slicing the signal x with a rotated square grid of grid distance 1/|[hk]|. This
is because the slicing operation is not affected by the multiplication by [hk]. This
alternative representation of the rounding operation has the advantage that the
rounding operations at different receivers can be considered simultaneously.

Each receiver k ∈ S provides a slicing grid for the signals x with possibly
different grid distance 1/|[hk]| and different rotation. Using all slicing grids simul-
taneously results in a number of m slices. Hence, by processing the signals [[hk]x]
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jointly we cannot distinguish more than m different transmit symbols x. Therefore
the DSM sum capacity is upper bounded as

∑

k∈S
CD

k ≤ logm. (3.60)

To find the number of pieces m consider the receiver with strongest channel
gain hmax first. The corresponding grid has a distance of 1/|[hmax]|. In the proof
of Lem. 3.2 we outlined that this grid can slice a square of side length 1/

√
2 in at

most

m1 ≤
⌈ |[hmax]|√

2

⌉2

+ 4

⌈ |[hmax]|√
2

⌉

+ 4 (3.61a)

≤
⌈ |hmax|√

2

⌉2

+ 4

⌈ |hmax|√
2

⌉

+ 4 (3.61b)

≤
( |hmax|√

2
+ 1

)2

+ 4

( |hmax|√
2

+ 1

)

+ 4 (3.61c)

pieces. For the case |hmax| ≥ 5 we find

( |hmax|√
2

+ 1

)2

+ 4

( |hmax|√
2

+ 1

)

+ 4 < 2|hmax|2, (3.62)

whereas for the case |hmax| < 5 we have

( |hmax|√
2

+ 1

)2

+ 4

( |hmax|√
2

+ 1

)

+ 4 < 43. (3.63)

Each of the m1 pieces can be sliced into smaller pieces by the grid provided by an
additional receiver k. Note that |[hk]| ≤ |[hmax]| and, hence, the grid of receiver k
has a distance at least as large as that of the strongest receiver. Fig. 3.5 depicts how
the dashed grid of receiver k slices the solid square cut by the grid of the receiver
with strongest channel gain. In the illustration we have |[hk]| = |[hmax]|, and we
see that in this worst case the square is cut into at most 6 pieces.

Hence, by using two slicing grids simultaneously we can get at most 6m1 pieces.
By extending this argument we see that using all |S| grids simultaneously results
in at most

m ≤ 6|S|−1m1 (3.64)

pieces. With (3.60) the resulting bound on the DSM sum capacity is
∑

k∈S
CD

k ≤ (|S| − 1) log 6 + logm1 (3.65a)

≤ (|S| − 1) log 6 + 2 log |hmax|+ log 43 (3.65b)

< |S| log 6 + 2 log |hmax|+ 3, (3.65c)

where (3.65b) fulfills both bounds (3.62) and (3.63).
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of slicing in the proof of Lem. 3.10.

Next, we devise a transmission strategy that yields tuples {Rk} of achievable
rates. Consider a subset of receivers S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}. We order the receivers in S
with respect to the magnitude of their channel gains, |h1| ≤ |h2| ≤ · · · ≤ |h|S||.

Lemma 3.11. Over the BC in the DSM we can achieve a tuple of rates

R1 = 2 log |h1| − 8, (3.66a)

Rk = 2 log |hk| − 2 log |hk−1| − 8, k ∈ {2, . . . , |S|}, (3.66b)

Rl = 0, l 6∈ S, (3.66c)

for any set S of receivers.

Proof. Note that if |h1| < 16, then R1 < 0, thus, we consider only the case |h1| ≥ 16.
Furthermore, if |hk| < 16|hk−1| for k ∈ {2, . . . , |S|}, then Rk < 0. In this case the
rate tuple of the set S\k is superior, hence, we consider only the case |hk| ≥ 16|hk−1|
in the following proof.

The transmission strategy that achieves the above rate tuples relies on grouping
transmit symbols into blocks. The idea is that receivers with low channel gain
perceive a block as a single symbol. However, receivers with high channel gain can
distinguish the symbols within the block. The transmitter can therefore convey
different information to the receivers.

Fig. 3.6 depicts a transmission to three receivers. The transmitter uses the
symbol constellation depicted as a dashed box on the left. The first and weakest
receiver is supposed to detect which one of the solid blocks was received, hence,
it receives log 9 bits of information per transmitted symbol. The second receiver
has a stronger channel gain and can therefore detect details within the solid block
magnified in the middle of the figure. The second receiver is supposed to detect
which one of the dash-dotted blocks was transmitted. Along with the log 9 bits
intended for the first receiver it receives 2 additional bits. Finally, the third and
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a2 b2

a1

Figure 3.6: Sketch of transmission strategy for the BC in the DSM.

strongest receiver can detect details within the dash-dotted blocks. It is supposed
to detect which one of the transmit symbols (crosses) was transmitted and receives
log 9 bits of additional information.

Consider the receivers k = 2, . . . , |S|−1, that is, exclude the weakest receiver k =
1 and the strongest receiver k = |S| for now. The objective of the scheme is twofold.
Firstly, the symbols inside a block should merge at the intended receiver due to the
rounding operation, that is,

[

[hk] x1

]

=
[

[hk] x2

]

, for x1, x2 in the same block. (3.67)

Secondly, the intended receiver should be able to distinguish which block was sent,
that is,

[

[hk] x1

]

6=
[

[hk] x2

]

, for x1, x2 in different blocks. (3.68)

For simplicity we consider blocks shaped as squares. A necessary condition for
(3.67) is that

|[hk]x1 − [hk]x2| ≤ 1, (3.69)

for all symbols x1 and x2 in the same block. We find

|[hk]x1 − [hk]x2| = |[hk]||x1 − x2| (3.70a)

≤ |hk||x1 − x2|, (3.70b)

hence, in order to fulfill (3.69) we require

|x1 − x2| ≤
1

|hk|
. (3.71)

In particular, two opposing corners of our square blocks need to fulfill this condition,
hence, we choose

ak =
1√
2|hk|

(3.72)
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as the side length of the square blocks.
In order to assure (3.67) we have to shift the square block so that it is not hit

by any of the boundaries of the rounding operation. This is achieved if the block
sits in the center of one of the squares formed by the boundaries. We allow a shift
of the symbols x in the direction of positive real and imaginary part. Hence, the
maximum required shift sk in either of the directions equals the distance between
the centers of the squares,

sk =

√
2

|[hk]|
≤

√
2

|hk| −
√
2
. (3.73)

A sufficient condition for (3.68) is

|[hk]x1 − [hk]x2| ≥ 2
√
2, (3.74)

as outlined before (3.12). We find

|[hk]x1 − [hk]x2| = |[hk]||x1 − x2| (3.75a)

≥ |hk − (1 + j)| |x1 − x2| (3.75b)

≥
(

|hk| −
√
2
)

|x1 − x2|, (3.75c)

hence, to fulfill (3.74) we require

|x1 − x2| ≥
2
√
2

|hk| −
√
2
. (3.76)

We realize that the gap bk in Fig. 3.6 equals the sum of the gap (3.76) and the
shift (3.73),

bk =
3
√
2

|hk| −
√
2
. (3.77)

Now, the number of blocks of size ak that we can stack into a block of size ak−1 is

mk =

⌊
ak−1

ak + bk

⌋2

(3.78a)

≥
⌊ |hk|
|hk−1|

1

5
√
2

⌋2

(3.78b)

≥
( |hk|
|hk−1|

1

5
√
2
− 1

)2

(3.78c)

≥
( |hk|
|hk−1|

1

16

)2

. (3.78d)

We have used hk ≥ h2 ≥ 16h1 ≥ 162 and, hence,

ak + bk =
1√
2|hk|

+
3
√
2

|hk| −
√
2
≤ 5

|hk|
(3.79)
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in (3.78b), and hk ≥ 16hk−1 in (3.78d). Hence, the transmitter can send informa-
tion to receiver k = 2, . . . , |S| − 1 at a rate of

Rk = logmk ≥ 2 log |hk| − 2 log |hk−1| − 8. (3.80)

In order to send information to the weakest receiver k = 1, the transmitter
stacks blocks of size a1 into the square of possible transmit symbols x. Due to the
definition of the DSM (2.12) this square has a side length of a0 = 1/

√
2. We find

m1 =

⌊
a0

a1 + b1

⌋2

(3.81a)

≥
(

a0
a1 + b1

− 1

)2

(3.81b)

=

(

1
1

|h1| +
6

|h1|−
√
2

− 1

)2

(3.81c)

≥
( |h1|

16

)2

, (3.81d)

for |h1| ≥ 16 in (3.81d) and, hence,

R1 = logm1 ≥ 2 log |h1| − 8. (3.82)

The strongest receiver k = |S| resolves single symbols instead of blocks, in other
words a|S| = 0. Hence, by following the arguments (3.78) we find

m|S| =

⌊
a|S|−1

b|S|

⌋2

≥
( |h|S||
|h|S|−1|

1

16

)2

, (3.83)

and thus, (3.80) holds for k = |S| as well.

Theorem 3.3. Consider a subset S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} of receivers with a maximum
channel gain |hmax| = maxk∈S |hk|. The DSM sum capacity of this set is approxi-
mately

C̃sum = 2 log |hmax|, (3.84)

in the sense that C̃sum is at most a constant gap
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
C̃sum −

∑

k∈S
CD

k

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ κBC (3.85)

away from the DSM sum capacity. The gap depends only on the number |S| of
transmitters in the set, that is,

κBC = O(|S|). (3.86)
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Proof. The result follows immediately from Lem. 3.10 and Lem. 3.11.

Next, we consider the special case of K = 2 receivers as an example. Fig. 3.7
depicts the outer bound due to Lem. 3.10 (dashed line) and the inner bound due
to Lem. 3.11 (dash-dotted line) for channel gains of h1 = 30ej and h2 = 1000ej2.

For the case K = 2 we can find a tighter outer bound. The two capacities CD
1

and CD
2 are upper bounded due to Lem. 3.2

CD
k ≤ log

( |hk|2
2

+ 3
√
2|hk|+ 9

)

≤ 2 log |hk|, (3.87)

for |hk| ≥ 11. The DSM sum capacity is bounded by the number of possible
transmit symbols

CD
1 + CD

2 ≤ 2n (3.88a)

= 2max
k

max
{⌊

log2 |hkRe|
⌋

,
⌊

log2 |hkIm|
⌋}

(3.88b)

≤ 2max(log |h1|, log |h2|) (3.88c)

= 2 log |h2|. (3.88d)

Note that this bound on the sum capacity inactivates the bound on CD
2 . Hence,

the two relevant bounds are

CD
1 ≤ 2 log |h1|, (3.89a)

CD
1 + CD

2 ≤ 2 log |h2|. (3.89b)

The outer bound on the DSM capacity region corresponds to the dotted line in
Fig. 3.7.

We obtain a tight inner bound by numerical evaluation of the following trans-
mission scheme. For our specific channel gains we find sets Xi of transmit symbols
x that merge at the weaker receiver k = 1 due to the rounding operation, that is,

Xi = {x1, x2 : [[h1]x1] = [[h1]x2]} . (3.90)

Clearly, these sets are disjoint, but the assignment of the index i is arbitrary. Fur-
thermore, define the set of transmit symbols x which do not merge at the stronger
receiver k = 2,

X = {x1, x2 : [[h2]x1] 6= [[h2]x2]} . (3.91)

For each set Xi we have a number

ni = |Xi ∩ X| (3.92)

of symbols that merge at the weaker receiver, but are distinguishable by the stronger
receiver. In our example we have i = 1, . . . , 471 sets containing between ni ≥ 2 and
ni ≤ 1192 distinguishable symbols.
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Figure 3.7: Bounds on the capacity region of the BC in the DSM with two receivers
and channel gains h1 = 30ej, h2 = 1000ej2. Outer bounds are due to Lem. 3.10
(dashed) and (3.89) (dotted). The dash-dotted inner bound is due to Lem. 3.11.
The solid line is the convex hull over achievable rate pairs (crosses and circles)
explained below.
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We convey information to the weaker and the stronger receiver by choosing an
index i and a symbol within the set Xi, respectively. It is optimal to send the
symbols within a set with uniform probability. In changing the probabilities pi of
choosing the index i we can achieve different rate pairs

R1 = −
∑

i

pi log pi, (3.93a)

R2 =
∑

i

pi logni. (3.93b)

We would like to find rate pairs that are located on the boundary of the region
of achievable rates. This can be done by choosing a rate R1 = R̂1 and solving the
convex maximization problem [BV04]

max
pi

∑

i

pi logni (3.94a)

subject to pi ≥ 0 (3.94b)
∑

i

pi = 1 (3.94c)

−
∑

i

pi log pi = R̂1, (3.94d)

using a numerical solver like CVX [GB11]. The corresponding rate pairs are marked
with crosses in Fig. 3.7.

Two additional rate pairs are marked with circles. They correspond to the rates
achievable by sending information to only one of the receivers. The achievable rate
region is the convex hull over all achievable rate pairs; it is depicted by a solid line.

The fact that the rate depicted by the upper circle is superior to the rate pairs
found by the optimization might be confusing. However, the highest rate R2,
that can be found by the optimization, corresponds to using only the set Xi with
maximum number of distinguishable symbols ni for transmission. This rate is
clearly smaller than the rate achieved by using all symbols that the stronger receiver
can distinguish.

For the case of two receivers we found relatively tight bounds on the DSM capac-
ity region. The boundary of the region is in between the solid and the dotted line.
The bounds for the general case of K receivers are comparably loose. Nevertheless,
they exhibit the important property of being within a constant gap.
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3.5 Approximate AWGN Capacity of Parallel Relay

Network

In this section we turn to the capacity of the parallel relay network (PRN) in the
DSM. The network is depicted in Fig. 3.8. It consists of a single source S, a single
destination D and a layer of K relays 1, . . . ,K. The PRN in the AWGN model has
been introduced by Schein and Gallager [SG00], however, the AWGN capacity was
found only for special cases. Improved achievable rates were found in [KKEZ08]
and [RGK09], and the AWGN capacity was found for a special class of the PRN
with two relays [KU08]. However, the capacity for the general PRN in the AWGN
model remains unknown even for the case of two relays.

Approximations of the AWGN capacity of the PRN have been considered in
[ND10]. The authors analyze the class of symmetric PRN, in which the channel
gains from source to each of the relays are equal,

hSk = hS , for all k, (3.95)

and also the channel gains from each of the relays to the destination are equal

hkD = hD, for all k. (3.96)

Both additive and multiplicative approximations with gaps independent of K have
been found. The AWGN capacity of the PRN can also be approximated in terms
of the cut-set bound [ADT08] as stated in (2.34).

In our work we find the approximate capacity for the PRN as considered by
Schein and Gallager. In particular, we consider the general case where all channel
gains in the network can be different.

The source and the relays form the broadcast phase, which we model in the
DSM as

yk =
[

[hSk] xS

]

, k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.97)

...

2

1

K

y1 x1

y2 x2

yK xK

S

hS1

hS2

hSK

xS

hKD

h2D

h1D

yD
D

Figure 3.8: Parallel relay network consisting of a source S, a destination D and a
number of K relays.
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The multiple-access phase is formed by the relays and the destination. The corre-
sponding model in the DSM is

yD =

K∑

k=1

[

[hkD] xk

]

. (3.98)

Note that there is no direct link from source to destination, that is, the network
is layered. The purpose of the PRN is to transmit information from the source to
the destination. The relays only exist to assist in this transmission. They are not
interested in the information and they have no own information to transmit.

We are interested in the capacity of the network, and we start by finding bounds
on the capacity CD in the DSM. We do this by utilizing the results that we found
for the MAC and the BC before. Since the PRN is a relay network, Th. 2.4 is
applicable, which states that the capacity CG of the corresponding AWGN network
is within a constant gap to the DSM capacity. Thus, by bounding the DSM capacity
we also bound the AWGN capacity.

Lemma 3.12. The capacity of the PRN in the DSM is upper bounded by

CD ≤ 2 min
S⊆{1,...,K}

(

max
k∈S

log |hSk|+max
k∈S̄

log |hkD|
)

+K log 6+2 logK+10, (3.99)

where S̄ = {1, . . . ,K} \ S is the complement of S.

Proof. Consider the separation of relays into sets S and S̄. We allow joint processing
within each of the sets, that is, we are creating two super-relays having multiple
receptions and multiple transmissions. This can only increase the capacity. The
resulting network consists of two parallel branches. The DSM capacity of each
branch is bounded by its broadcast phase and its multiple-access phase. We use
the broadcast bound due to Lem. 3.10 on the DSM capacity CD

1 of the first branch,

CD
1 ≤ 2max

k∈S
log |hSk|+ |S| log 6 + 3. (3.100)

In order to bound the DSM capacity CD
2 of the second branch we use the multiple-

access bound of Lem. 3.8,

CD
2 ≤ 2max

k∈S̄
log |hkD|+ 2 log |S̄|+ 7. (3.101)

The DSM capacity of the PRN cannot be larger than the sum CD
1 + CD

2 . Fur-
thermore, each partition S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} yields an upper bound, of which we choose
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the lowest one, hence,

CD ≤ min
S⊆{1,...,K}

(CD
1 + CD

2 ) (3.102a)

≤ min
S⊆{1,...,K}

(

2max
k∈S

log |hSk|+ |S| log 6 + 2max
k∈S̄

log |hkD|+ 2 log |S̄|+ 10

)

(3.102b)

≤ min
S⊆{1,...,K}

(

2max
k∈S

log |hSk|+max
k∈S̄

log |hkD|
)

+K log 6 + 2 logK + 10.

(3.102c)

Lemma 3.13. The achievable rate over the PRN in the DSM is lower bounded by

R ≥ 2 min
S⊆{1,...,K}

(

max
k∈S

log |hSk|+max
k∈S̄

log |hkD|
)

− 2(K − 1) log(K − 1)− 14K.

(3.103)

Proof. Consider an ideal PRN having a sum capacity in the multiple-access phase
and the broadcast phase which is equal to our approximation, that is, for any
S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K},

∑

k∈S
C id

Sk = 2max
k∈S

log |hSk|, (3.104a)

∑

k∈S
C id

kD = 2max
k∈S

log |hkD|. (3.104b)

A cut that separates the source from the destination divides the relays into two
sets S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} and S̄. The cut-set bound for the ideal PRN is hence

C id
cut-set = min

S⊆{1,...,K}




∑

k∈S
C id

Sk +
∑

k∈S̄
C id

kD



 (3.105a)

= 2 min
S⊆{1,...,K}

(

max
k∈S

log |hSk|+max
k∈S̄

log |hkD|
)

. (3.105b)

We show that the cut-set bound is achievable in the ideal PRN, that is, (3.105b)
is the capacity of the ideal PRN. One way to reach this result is to use the min-
cut max-flow theorem [FF56, EFS56]. It states that the maximum flow in a flow
network equals the minimum cut. Unfortunately, our ideal PRN is not a flow net-
work because it not only comprises link capacity constraints but also sum capacity
constraints of the form (3.104). However, if we can transform our PRN into a flow
network, which provably has the same maximum flow and the same minimum cut,
we have proven the achievability of the cut-set bound (3.105b).
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The transformation is performed stepwise and essentially replaces constraints
on the sum capacity (3.104) by additional nodes and links with constrained link
capacity. One step of the transformation for the broadcast phase of the PRN is
depicted in Fig. 3.9. The left part shows the network before the transformation
step. Black circles denote physical nodes, that is, the source and the relays. White
circles denote artificial nodes. Links with sum capacity constraints and link capacity
constraints are depicted by solid and dashed lines, respectively. The dashed links
result from transformation steps previous to the step which we are considering. The
solid links are the physical links connecting the source S to the relays in the PRN,
hence, the root node R inherited the solid links from the source.

Among the solid links we find the link with strongest channel gain |hmax|. This
link is marked by a bold line. For a better pictorial representation we have reordered
the relay nodes to bring the strongest link to the top.

A transformation step consists of the following operations:

1. Create an artificial node R1. The node R1 inherits all outgoing links from
the root node R, hence, it becomes the new root node for the solid links

2. Create a link from the previous root node R to the new root node R1.

3. Assign the link-constraint C id
link = 2 log |hmax| to the new link and to the

strongest link.

4. Remove all sum capacity constraints due to sets of nodes {S : max ∈ S}
containing the node max belonging to the strongest link.

The right part of Fig. 3.9 shows the result of the transformation. The new node
is the white circle to the right, and the new link is the one pointing at it. The two
dashed bold links are link capacity constrained.

...

...

...

...

... ...

1

K

A

B

S S

R R R1

A

1

K
B

Figure 3.9: One step of the transformation used in the proof of Lem. 3.13.
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We show that neither the maximum flow nor the minimum cut is affected by
the transformation. The maximum flow conservation is trivial. Replacing the sum
capacity constraint by an equivalent link capacity constraint for the joining link
does not change the constraint on any flow.

A cut is affected by the transformation step if and only if it crosses the strongest
link, because the corresponding sum capacity constraints are dropped. A cut that
crosses the strongest link connects the points A and B. The minimum cut connecting
A and B by crossing the strongest link is the one depicted in the left part of Fig. 3.9.
This is because once the strongest link is crossed, the value of the cut is not increased
by crossing any of the other solid links. Hence, if the minimum cut is affected by
the transformation, it connects the points A and B in exactly this way. The portion
of the cut value resulting from connecting A and B is 2 log |hmax|, and this portion
is unaffected by the transformation. The corresponding connection between A and
B in the transformed network crosses the newly created link like shown in the right
part of Fig. 3.9. Since this new link has a link capacity constraint of 2 log |hmax|,
the value of the minimum cut is conserved.

The remaining solid links are the starting point for the next transformation
step. We continue the transformation until there are no solid links remaining. The
multiple-access phase of the PRN can be transformed in exactly the same way. It
is obvious that the resulting network has only link capacity constraints and, hence,
the min-cut max-flow theorem states that the cut-set bound is achievable.

The achievable strategy for the PRN can be obtained by using the flow aug-
menting Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [FF56] for the transformed network. We can
find the flow assignment for the PRN directly from the flows augmented in the
transformed network. This is done by considering the flow in the links attached
to the relay nodes. Assigning these flows to the corresponding links in the original
network yields the cut-set bound achieving flows.

So far we considered the ideal PRN and showed that the cut-set bound (3.105b)
is achievable. However, in the DSM we can only achieve (3.105b) minus a constant
gap. Due to Lem. 3.11 the gap in the broadcast phase is at most 8K. The gap in
the multiple-access phase is at most 2(K − 1) log(K − 1)+ 6K due to Lem. 3.9 and
the extension in (3.57d), hence,

R ≥ C id
cut-set − 2(K − 1) log(K − 1)− 14K. (3.106)

With Lem. 3.12 and Lem. 3.13 we found the approximate capacity of the PRN in
the DSM. Since we know that the capacity in the DSM is in turn an approximation
on the AWGN capacity, we arrived at our final result.

Theorem 3.4. The capacity CG of the PRN in the AWGN model is approximately

C̃ = 2 min
S⊆{1,...,K}

(

max
k∈S

log |hSk|+max
k∈S̄

log |hkD|
)

, (3.107)
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in the sense that there is a gap

|CG − C̃| ≤ κ, (3.108)

that depends only on the number of relays

κ = O(K logK). (3.109)

Proof. Lem. 3.12 and Lem. 3.13 yield |CD − C̃| ≤ κ1 with κ1 = O(K logK). The
constant gap result |CG−CD| ≤ κ2 with κ2 = O(K logK) is due to Th. 2.4. Hence,
|CG − C̃| ≤ κ1 + κ2 = κ with κ = O(K logK).

Note that the value of C̃ is relatively easy to compute, since there are only 2K

possible subsets S.

3.6 Discussion of Results

The capacity approximations found in this chapter are surprisingly simple. The
approximate DSM sum capacity of the MAC and the BC just depends on the
magnitude |hmax| of the largest channel gain. The AWGN capacity of the PRN
can be approximated by a minimum cut formulation. The value of the cut depends
again only on the magnitudes of the largest channel gains in the broadcast and the
multiple-access part of the cut.

The dependency on the largest channel gain has some surprising implications.
The approximate sum capacity C̃sum = 2 log |hmax| of the MAC or the BC in the
DSM with maximum channel gain |hmax| equals the approximation for the DSM
point-to-point channel with that channel gain. One could conclude that there is no
gain in sum capacity from having more than one transmitter or receiver. This is
only true in the sense that the gain can only be additive. Additional transmitters or
receivers cannot change the scaling of the sum capacity, that is, the factor in front
of the logarithm. Hence, for very high SNR we can neglect the gain from additional
transmitter or receivers. From our results it is difficult to quantify how large the
additive gain is. The accuracy of our approximations diminishes with increasing
number K of nodes, hence, the increase of sum capacity is covered by this effect.

One could argue that the effect is an artifact of the DSM. However, on the one
hand the AWGN model shows the same behavior. The DOF of the point-to-point
MIMO channel equals the minimum of the number of transmit and receive antennas
[FG98]. Hence, in situations with a single receive antenna or a single transmit an-
tenna we have only one DOF. Clearly the capacity of those special MIMO channels
are upper bounds to the sum capacity of the MAC and BC, respectively. On the
other hand we have the same behavior for the PRN for which our approximations
are valid for the AWGN counterpart. Consider adding a relay to the PRN that has
the same channel gains as another relay. Clearly, this does not change the value of
any cut, hence, the capacity approximation is not affected.
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We can conclude that approximations within a constant gap are valuable charac-
terizations of the channel capacity. However, implications have to be made carefully,
especially if the gap depends on system parameters like the number of nodes.





Chapter 4

Transmission Strategies from

Finite Field Model

In this chapter we discuss how the linear finite-field model (LFFM) [ADT07a] can
be utilized to design transmission strategies for the AWGN channel model. A
comparable approach has been made in [CJS08] for the real-valued interference
channel. The key challenge is the two different ways in which interference is handled
in those two models. In the LFFM there is a very simple way of interference
cancellation. Since the addition in (2.8) is in the finite field F

nmx
2 , we can cancel a

transmission by a second transmission of the same bit.
Fig. 4.1 shows an example of this interference cancellation. Node S seeks to

transmit two bits to node D, but node I interferes with the transmission. Node S
can cancel the interference by adding the interfering signal xI modulo 2 to its
signal xS . The signal xI cancels at node D, hence, the signal xS is received free of
interference.

It is tempting to assume that this kind of interference cancellation is possible in
the AWGN model as well. The two transmissions could just have opposite phase
and hence cancel. However, this kind of cancellation depends on the phase of the
signal. Hence, interference that cancels at one receiver might not cancel at another

S

I

yD[1] = xS[1]

yD[2] = xS[2]

xS[1]⊕ xI [1]

xS[2]⊕ xI [2]

xI [1]

D

xI [2]

Figure 4.1: Example of interference cancellation in LFFM.
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receiver. In the LFFM, though, interference cancellation is independent of the
phase. It is sufficient for two signals to be received at the same bit level in order
to cancel.

We conclude that due to the different way interference is modeled in the LFFM
and in the AWGN model, a transmission strategy that works for one model might
not work in case of the other. Hence, if we aim on using the LFFM to design
transmission strategies for the AWGN model, we have to constrain the strategies
in the LFFM to make the translation into the AWGN model possible. We refer to
those constrained strategies as coordinated strategies.

In this work we consider a layered relay network, and we assume that each node
has full channel knowledge about the previous layers. We analyze two different
types of coordination, namely full coordination and partial coordination, which we
discuss in Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3, respectively. In both cases we show that the rate in
the AWGN model equals the rate in the LFFM minus a constant gap G. We find
an upper bound on the gap and show that it is independent of the channel gains in
the network.

4.1 Generalized Linear Finite-Field Model

Before we begin our analysis, we introduce a generalization of the LFFM as it
was defined by Avestimehr and introduced in Sec. 2.1.4. Define the number of bit
transmissions from transmitter i to receiver j as

nij = ⌈logϑ |hij |⌉ , (4.1)

and define

nmx = max
i,j

nij (4.2)

in the usual way. The difference with respect to (2.5) lies in taking the logarithm
to a general base ϑ ≥

√
2. Our generalization includes the original definition of

Sec. 2.1.4, where ϑ =
√
2. However, the general definition allows us to explore a

larger space of models.
In the following we will be interested in expressing the channel gain hij in terms

of the number of bits nij . Since nij depends on hij through a rounding operation,
we have to compensate for this in our formulation

hij = ϑnijgij , (4.3)

by introducing a residual channel gain gij ∈ C. Clearly, we need |gij | ∈ (ϑ−1, 1] to
compensate for the rounding operation, and arg(gij) ∈ [0, 2π) to compensate for
the absolute value operation. The residual channel gain gij captures the inaccuracy
introduced by the LFFM, and we have to account for it if we try to translate
transmission strategies from the LFFM to the AWGN model.
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4.2 Full Coordination

In this section we analyze to what extend we can translate a fully coordinated
transmission strategy from the LFFM to the AWGN model. In a fully coordinated
transmission there are no interfering bit transmissions in the LFFM, that is, we
use an interference avoidance strategy. Furthermore, bits are transmitted in pairs
of adjacent bit transmissions. We refer to those pairs of bits as qits.

Definition 4.1. A transmission scheme in the LFFM is fully coordinated if it fulfills
the following two constraints.

1. Bit-transmissions are received interference free, that is, each receiver receives
at most one bit at each bit-level.

2. Transmissions consist of pairs of adjacent bit-transmissions. We refer to the
pairs as qits.

Fig. 4.2 gives an example of a fully coordinated transmission. The dashed bit
transmissions are not used, that is, the corresponding bits are xi[l] ≡ 0. The
remaining solid bit transmissions form a fully coordinated transmission strategy.
Note that there are many possible ways to perform the coordination.

We now turn to the AWGN model. Our goal is to find a translation from the
transmission in the LFFM to a transmission in the AWGN model. There are almost
as many ways for this translation as there are transmission and coding strategies for
the AWGN channel model. Like in the LFFM we have to superimpose elementary
transmissions representing the qits. Furthermore, the elementary transmissions
should have a different amount of protection in the sense than a receiver with a

S

2

1 3

4

D

Figure 4.2: Example of LFFM with nmx = 6 signal levels (circles) and nij bit-
transmissions (lines). Solid lines form a fully coordinated transmission.
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strong channel should be able to receive more transmissions than a receiver with a
weak channel. This corresponds to the bit levels in the LFFM and to the fact that
the channel gain influences how many bits a receiver can receive.

With a view to networks that have reduced computational power and limited
energy we favor simple transmission strategies. Many applications of wireless sensor
networks [ASSC02] have those limitations.

A simple way to superimpose transmissions is hierarchical modulation [Cov72],
[JW05]. It is used for instance in the digital video broadcasting (DVB) standard
[DVB04] to transmit different levels of video refinement [WKY08]. Hierarchical
modulation is commonly used in a broadcast situation with a single transmitter.
We extend this concept in the sense that a transmitter can receive layers of trans-
missions not only from a single transmitter but also from multiple transmitters in
a multiple-access situation. Given that the layers are sufficiently separated, the
receiver can resolve the interfering signals. This separation in the AWGN model
corresponds to the coordination in the LFFM. We define hierarchical modulation
as follows.

Definition 4.2. A transmitter using hierarchical modulation transmits a signal

xi = a

ti−1∑

k=0

ϑ−bikqik, (4.4)

consisting of ti QPSK symbols qik ∈ {1 + j, 1 − j,−1 + j,−1 − j} at different
amplitudes ϑ−bik . The exponents bik have a spacing of |bik − bil| ≥ 2 for k 6= l, and
bik ≤ 0.

The connection between the transmission in the LFFM and in the AWGN model
is the following. A pair of bit transmissions (a qit) is translated into a QPSK symbol
qik. The exponent bik of the QPSK symbol corresponds to the bit level of the upper
most bit of the pair, where we count the bit levels from top to bottom starting at 0.
Hence, a qit sent on the two upper most bit levels in the LFFM is translated into
a QPSK symbol with exponent bik = 0.

We shall analyze how well this strategy of hierarchical QPSK modulation per-
forms in an arbitrary network. Clearly, a transmission received with higher am-
plitude in the AWGN model, that is, a transmission received on a higher bit level
in the LFFM, can be resolved at a lower probability of error than a transmission
received with lower amplitude. Given the maximum permissible probability of error
Pe as a design parameter we analyze how many layers of signals can be resolved at
an error probability below Pe.

At first, we find the normalization constant a, that fulfills the constraint on the
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transmission power E(|xi|2) ≤ 1. We have that

E(|xi|2) = a2E

(
ti−1∑

k=0

ϑ−bikqik

ti−1∑

l=0

ϑ−bilq∗il

)

(4.5a)

= a2
ti−1∑

k=0

ti−1∑

l=0

E
(
ϑ−bikqikϑ

−bilq∗il
)

(4.5b)

= a2
ti−1∑

k=0

ϑ−2bikE (qikq
∗
ik) (4.5c)

= 2a2
ti−1∑

k=0

ϑ−2bik (4.5d)

≤ 2a2
ti−1∑

k=0

ϑ−4k (4.5e)

≤ 2a2

1− ϑ−4
, (4.5f)

where we have used the fact that the QPSK symbols qik are statistically independent
in (4.5c). In (4.5e) we maximized the power of the transmitted signal by choosing
bi,k = 2k.

Now from E(|xi|2) ≤ 1 we conclude that

a =

√

1− ϑ−4

2
(4.6)

is a permissible normalization constant. Note that a is a global constant that is the
same for every transmitter in the network.

Next, consider the received signal at receiver j. According to the AWGN model
(2.3) we have

yj =
∑

i∈L(j)

hijxi + zj (4.7a)

= a
∑

i∈L(j)

ti−1∑

k=0

ϑnij−bikgijqik + zj (4.7b)

= a
∑

t

ϑetgtqt + zj (4.7c)

= a
∑

t:et≥1

ϑetgtqt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

sj

+ a
∑

t:et≤0

ϑetgtqt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

rj

+zj. (4.7d)

In (4.7b) we used the representation (4.3) of the channel gain hij in terms of the
number of bits nij in the LFFM and the residual channel gain gij . In (4.7c) we
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changed the index of the summation. Receiver j receives a number of QPSK sym-
bols qik from different transmitters i. The origin of the QPSK symbols is unimpor-
tant for our analysis, we are only interested in the amplitude ϑnij−bik and in the
residual channel gain gij . We obtain (4.7c) by defining et = nij − bik, and using
the index

t ∈
⋃

i∈L(j)

{(i, 0), . . . , (i, ti − 1)} (4.8)

for the summation. We will omit the support of the index t whenever it is clear
from the context. If we count the bit levels in the LFFM from 1 to nmx upwards,
then the exponent et represents the upper one of the two bit-levels at which the
corresponding qit qt is received. In the last step (4.7d) we split the received sig-
nal into the two parts sj and rj , which are received above and below noise level,
respectively.

Note that the part rj is not captured by the corresponding LFFM, since the
exponents et ≤ 0 of the QPSK symbols are below 1. In the LFFM we assume that
those bits are drowned in noise and cannot be resolved. In the AWGN model we
have to account for this additional interference. To simplify analysis, we assume
that the signal rj can be considered as thermal noise.

Assumption 4.1. We assume that the sum rj of the QPSK symbols that are
received on noise level or below is additive white Gaussian noise with variance

E(|rj |2). (4.9)

The assumption is justified by the fact that there is a potentially large number
of interfering QPSK symbols with index et ≤ 0 below noise level. The coordination
according to Def. 4.1 is performed in the LFFM, that is, it concerns only the trans-
missions above noise level. Hence, the QPSK symbols covered by Assumption 4.1
are not coordinated.

In order to find the probability of error in our system, we need to analyze the
variance of the residual signal rj . We can upper bound E(|rj |2) as follows.

E(|rj |2) = a2
∑

t:et≤0

ϑ2et |gt|2E(|qt|2) (4.10a)

≤ a2
∑

i∈L(j)

∞∑

k=⌊nij/2⌋
ϑ2(nij−2k)|gik|2E(|qik|2) (4.10b)

≤ 2a2(N − 1)

∞∑

k=0

ϑ−4k (4.10c)

=
2a2(N − 1)

1− ϑ−4
(4.10d)

= N − 1. (4.10e)
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In (4.10a) we followed the same arguments as in (4.5c). We used bi,k = 2k in
(4.10b) to maximize the amount of interference, and (4.10c) follows with |gik| ≤ 1,
E(|qik|2) = 2 and the fact that receiver j receives signals from at most N − 1
transmitters.

Under Assumption 4.1 we model the received signal at node j as

yj = sj + rj + zj = sj + ζj . (4.11)

The total noise ζj = rj + zj is AWGN with variance

E(|ζj |2) = E(|rj |2) + E(|zj|2) ≤ N. (4.12)

The second ingredient of our analysis is the distance d to the decision threshold.
The receiver resolves the signal sj successively. It decides about one QPSK symbol
qres at a time, beginning with the QPSK symbol with highest amplitude. Once the
symbol is resolved, the receiver subtracts

sres = aϑeresgresqres (4.13)

from the received signal sj and proceeds with the next QPSK symbol, which is now
the one with highest amplitude. Obviously, the QPSK symbols on lower levels with
exponents et < eres act as interference to the decision. The interfering signal is

sint = a
∑

t:1≤et≤eres−2

ϑetgtqt. (4.14)

Fig. 4.3 depicts the decision about qres. The signal sres corresponds to the
cross. The decision boundaries are depicted by the dashed lines, and they have
the same rotation as the signal sres. The interfering signal sint is depicted by an
arrow indicating the sum s = sres + sint. Hence, the circle corresponds to the sum
signal s. Note that this is the signal after subtracting the previously decided QPSK
symbols.∗ The distance d between s and the closest decision boundary is depicted
by a double arrow.

We would like to lower bound the distance d. Note that the smallest distance is
attained if the interference sint is pointing orthogonal towards one of the decision
boundaries. Hence, we have

d ≥ |sres|√
2

− |sint|. (4.15)

Finding a lower bound on |sres| is simple. We find

|sres| > aϑeres

√
2

ϑ
, (4.16)

∗There is no need to complicate notation in order to account for this.
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d

sres

sint

s

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the decision about the signal sres (cross). Decision bound-
aries are depicted by dashed lines. Interference sint and sum signal s correspond to
the arrow and the circle, respectively.

because |gres| > ϑ−1. An upper bound on |sint| can be found as follows

|sint| =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

a
∑

t:1≤et≤eres−2

ϑetgtqt

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(4.17a)

≤ a
∑

t:1≤et≤eres−2

ϑet |gt||qt| (4.17b)

≤
√
2aϑeres

∞∑

e=1

ϑ−2e (4.17c)

=
√
2aϑeres

ϑ−2

1− ϑ−2
. (4.17d)

We used the triangle inequality in (4.17b). In (4.17c) we maximized the interference
by assuming that the exponents et of the QPSK symbols attain their smallest
distance of 2. We also used |gt| ≤ 1 and |qt| =

√
2, and we let the sum run to

infinity for convenience.
Now the distance to the decision boundary can be lower bounded as

d ≥ aϑeres

(

1

ϑ
−

√
2ϑ−2

1− ϑ−2

)

. (4.18)

In the last step of our analysis we find upper bounds on the probability of error.
We consider both the probability Pb of bit error and the probability Pe of symbol
error.

A QPSK symbol qres represents two bits. Consider a QPSK symbol that is re-
ceived with angle arg(gresqres) = 0, then real and imaginary part of the symbol carry
one bit each. Since the noise part ζj of the received signal yj is circularly symmetric
Gaussian, the variance of both real and imaginary part is σ2

p = E(|ζj |2)/2 ≤ N/2.
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A bit error occurs whenever the noise exceeds the value of the distance d to the
decision threshold, hence,

Pb =

∫ ∞

x=d

1
√

2πσ2
p

exp

(

− x2

2σ2
p

)

dx (4.19a)

= Q

(
d

σp

)

(4.19b)

≤ Q

(

d

√

2

N

)

(4.19c)

≤ exp

(

−d2

N

)

, (4.19d)

where Q(·) denotes the Q-function.
The system might not be constrained by the bit error probability Pb, but instead

by the probability Pe that any of the QPSK symbols is resolved incorrectly. Assume
that the receiver is supposed to resolve all QPSK symbols with exponent eres ≥
2(G+1). In other words, the receiver refrains from resolving a number of G QPSK
symbols that are received with lower amplitude. In this case, the closest decision
boundary is at a distance

dmin ≥ aϑ2(G+1)

(

1

ϑ
−

√
2ϑ−2

1− ϑ−2

)

. (4.20)

The probability of wrong decision is upper bounded by the probability that the
absolute value |ζj | of the noise is larger than dmin. Since |ζj | is Rayleigh distributed,
we find

Pe ≤
∫ ∞

r=dmin

r

σ2
p

exp

(

− r2

2σ2
p

)

dr (4.21a)

= exp

(

−d2min

2σ2
p

)

(4.21b)

≤ exp

(

−d2min

N

)

(4.21c)

Consider that the constraint (4.19) has to be met in particular by the decision
about the QPSK symbol at lowest amplitude for which d = dmin. Hence, we can
use the same upper bound (4.21c) for both the probability of bit error Pb and the
probability of symbol error Pe.

We have now gathered all ingredients for an upper bound on the number G of
QPSK symbols, which the receivers do not resolve
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Theorem 4.1. The number G of QPSK symbols that receivers do not resolve in
the AWGN model is upper bounded as

G ≤
⌈
1

4
logϑ

(
N ln(P−1

e )

c(ϑ)

)⌉

= Ḡ, (4.22)

where

c(ϑ) =
1− ϑ−4

2

(

ϑ−
√
2

1− ϑ−2

)2

. (4.23)

Proof. Combining (4.20), (4.6) and (4.12) we find

d2min

E(|ζj |2)
≥ ϑ4G

N

1− ϑ−4

2

(

ϑ−
√
2

1− ϑ−2

)2

(4.24a)

=
ϑ4G

N
c(ϑ). (4.24b)

Incorporating (4.21c) we can solve for

G ≤ 1

4
logϑ

(
N ln(P−1

e )

c(ϑ)

)

. (4.25)

The ceiling operation results from the fact that G is integer valued.

We evaluate the result numerically. To begin with, we realize that the lower
bound on the distance dmin in (4.20) is positive for

ϑ > ϑmin =
1√
2
+

√

3

2
≈ 1.932. (4.26)

Secondly, we can combine the influence of the error probability Pe and the
number of nodes N in one parameter

P = N ln(P−1
e ). (4.27)

Fig. 4.4 shows how the the upper bound Ḡ depends on the parameter P for some
values of ϑ > ϑmin. In general the values of Ḡ are relatively small even for large
values of P . The bound is mainly affected by the parameter ϑ of the generalized
LFFM. A large value of ϑ results in a low value for Ḡ. This is reasonable, since a
large ϑ increases the separation between QPSK symbols.
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Figure 4.4: Upper bound Ḡ (solid) against the parameter P for different values of
ϑ. Dashed lines represent the bound (4.25) before the ceiling operation.
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4.3 Partial Coordination

In the previous section we were able to translate a transmission strategy from the
LFFM to the AWGN model if the strategy was fully coordinated. Full coordination
corresponds to complete interference avoidance in the sense that on each bit level
in the LFFM there can be at most one received bit. As a consequence, transmitters
always send single bits on each level. The situation where a node receives a sum of
interfering bits and forwards this sum to the next node is avoided.

In this section we relax the constraints on the transmission strategy by intro-
ducing partial coordination. Partial coordination adds two extensions: Firstly, in-
terference of multiple bits is allowed on certain bit levels at each receiver. Secondly,
nodes can forward sums of bits under some constraints.

Definition 4.3. A transmission scheme in the LFFM is partially coordinated if it
fulfills the following constraints.

1. Transmissions consist of blocks of Q adjacent bit-transmissions. We refer to
those blocks as qits. This is just a generalization of the bit pairs we used in
the fully coordinated transmission.

2. A receiver may receive interfering bits on the Q(G+I) lowest bit-levels, where
I is a design parameter. On the bit-levels above only reception of single bits
is allowed.

3. The receiving node j resolves a number of ρj qits q1, q2, . . . , qρj
in a successive

manner.† Each qit is affected by a number of qits, and a qit can only be
resolved if all affecting qits have been resolved before. Formally, the set

Aj = {qi : qi is affecting qj}

contains the qits qi affecting qj . We say that qi is affecting qj , if qi is disturbing
the resolution of the highest occurrence of qj . That is, if any of the bits of
qi are received on the same or on a higher bit-level than the lowest bit of
the highest occurrence of qj (see example below). In order to allow for the
successive resolution, the sets have to fulfill

A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Aρj
. (4.28)

4. Acting as a transmitter, the node i may transmit the ρi resolved qits at any
position in the transmitted signal xi. The qits that were not resolved can be
transmitted as an entity. This means they have to remain in the same order
and at the same distance to each other, but the entity may be shifted up or
down.

† The use of the letter q both for a QPSK symbol in the AWGN model and for a qit in the

LFFM is justified because a qit is translated into a QPSK symbol.
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q5 + q1 q1

nmx5Q4Q3Q2Q1 2 Q

q2q3 + q2 q1

q5q2

q4q6 + q7

q6 + q7

Figure 4.5: Example of partially coordinated reception and transmission with Q =
3, G = 0 and I = 4. Qits and superpositions of qits are depicted as thin and thick
arrows, respectively.

Fig. 4.5 shows an example of a partially coordinated transmission for a single
node. Transmissions of qits approach from above, and each qit consists of Q = 3
bits. For this example we choose G = 0 and I = 4, hence, reception of interfering
bits is allowed on the lowest Q(G+ I) = 12 bit-levels on the left side of the dashed
line. G = 0 is chosen just to reduce the size of the figure.

The highest occurrence of each qit is marked by a circle. We find that A1 = ∅,
because lq1 is not affected by any other qit. However, q1 affects lq2 , and therefore

A2 = {q1}. The third qit lq3 is affected by q1 and q2, both because lq3 is received

in the superposition lq3 + q2, and because lq3 is interfered by higher occurrences
of q1 and q2.

In the same way, we find the sets A3 = {q1, q2}, A4 = {q1, q2, q3} and A5 =
{q1, q2, q3, q4}. Hence, the sets include each other according to A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ A3 ⊂
A4 ⊂ A5. Note that lq6 and lq7 affect each other, therefore A6 6⊂ A7 and A7 6⊂ A6.
Thus, in this example the node can resolve ρ = 5 qits.

The node may forward the resolved qits on any position in its transmitted signal
depicted in the lower part of Fig. 4.5. In this example, it forwards the qits q2 and
q5. The qits q6 and q7 could not be resolved, thus, if the node chooses to forward
them, it can only shift them to a different position.

We now discuss how a partially coordinated transmission can be translated from
the LFFM to the AWGN model. In order to mimic the forwarding of superimposed
qits, we have to extend the transmission scheme of hierarchical modulation as fol-
lows.

Definition 4.4. A transmitter in layer Lh, which is h hops away from the source S
and is using extended hierarchical modulation transmits a signal

x
(h)
i = a

ti−1∑

k=0

ϑ−bikqik + aϑ−biti q
(h)
i , (4.29)
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consisting of ti QPSK symbols qik ∈ {1 + j, 1 − j,−1 + j,−1 − j} at different

amplitudes ϑ−bik as well as a single super symbol q
(h)
i at amplitude ϑ−biti . The

exponents bik have a spacing of |bik − bil| ≥ Q for k 6= l, and bik ≤ 0.

In addition to the QPSK symbols transmitted in hierarchical modulation ac-

cording to Def. 4.2, the nodes transmit a single super symbol q
(h)
i . The super

symbol essentially consists of the QPSK symbols that have not been resolved by
the node. We shall give a formulation shortly.

We analyze the performance of the extended hierarchical modulation strategy
by considering the layers Lh separately. Firstly, consider a receiver j in layer L1,
which is one hop away from the source S. Since the source does not receive any

signals, it sends only plain QPSK symbols q
(0)
s = qs ∈ {1+ j, 1− j,−1+ j,−1− j},

just like a node in a fully coordinated transmission does. Furthermore, a receiver j
in layer L1 receives only the signal from the source,

y
(1)
j = hSjxS + zj (4.30a)

= a
∑

t:et≥1

ϑetgtqt + ζ
(1)
j , (4.30b)

hence, there cannot be any interference. We realize that after one hop, h = 1, we
have the same situation as in the case of fully coordinated transmission. Hence,
the distance to the decision threshold is

d(1) ≥ aϑeres

(

1

ϑ
−

√
2ϑ−Q

1− ϑ−Q

)

. (4.31)

The only difference lies in the variable Q which is the spacing bik− bil of the QPSK
symbols in the hierarchical modulation.

The variance of the noise can be upper bounded as before,‡

E(|ζ(1)j |2) ≤ N. (4.32)

We shall now find the super symbol q
(1)
j , which node j sends. Assume that

the node resolves all QPSK symbols above a certain level, and that the largest
remaining QPSK symbol qr has an exponent of er. The remainder of the received
signal is, hence,

a
∑

t:1≤et≤er

ϑetgtqt + ζ
(1)
j . (4.33)

In order to form the super symbol, this remainder is scaled by a−1ϑ−er . This
is done to match the amplitude of the largest QPSK symbol in the super symbol

‡This bound is pessimistic because we have only one possible source of interference. However,

there is no need to derive a tighter bound. The performance will be limited by the transmitters

further away from the source.
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to the amplitude of a plain QPSK symbol. The resulting super symbol is

q
(1)
j = ϑ−er

∑

t:1≤et≤er

ϑetgtqt +
ζ(1)

aϑer
(4.34a)

=
∑

t:1−er≤et≤0

ϑetgtqt +
ζ(1)

aϑer
(4.34b)

= q̃
(1)
j +

≁

q
(1)
j . (4.34c)

In the last step we denoted the signal and the noise part of the super symbol as

q̃
(1)
j and

≁

q
(1)
j , respectively.

For analyzing the performance in the successive hops we will need an expression

for the absolute value |q̃(1)j | of the signal part of a super symbol. We can upper
bound this as

|q̃(1)j | =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

t:1−er≤et≤0

ϑetgtqt

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(4.35a)

≤
∑

t:1−er≤et≤0

ϑet |gt||qt| (4.35b)

≤
√
2

0∑

e=−∞
ϑQe (4.35c)

=

√
2

1− ϑ−Q
. (4.35d)

The step (4.35b) is due to the triangle inequality. In (4.35c) we have used |gt| ≤ 1,
|qt| =

√
2 and the fact that the exponents et have a difference of at least Q. We let

the sum run from minus infinity for convenience.

Furthermore, we will need an upper bound on the variance E(|q̃(1)j |2) of the
signal part of the super symbol. We find

E(|q̃(1)j |2) =
∑

t:1−er≤et≤0

ϑ2et |gt|2E(|qt|2) (4.36a)

≤
0∑

e=−∞
ϑ2QeE(|qe|2) (4.36b)

≤ 2

1− ϑ−2Q
, (4.36c)

where the first step is due to the statistical independence of the QPSK symbols qt.
We are now prepared to analyze the received signal in the second layer, that is,
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after h = 2 hops. We find

y
(2)
j =

∑

i∈L(j)

hijx
(1)
i + zj (4.37a)

= a
∑

i∈L(j)

(
ti−1∑

k=0

ϑnij−bikgijqik + ϑnij−biti gijq
(1)
i

)

+ zj (4.37b)

= a
∑

t:et>Q(G+I)

ϑetgtqt + a
∑

t:1≤et≤Q(G+I)

ϑetgtq̃
(1)
t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

s
(2)
j

+ a
∑

t:1≤et≤Q(G+I)

ϑetgt
≁

q
(1)
t + a

∑

t:et≤0

ϑetgtq
(1)
t + zj

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ζ
(2)
j

(4.37c)

= s
(2)
j + ζ

(2)
j , (4.37d)

where we obtained (4.37b) by using (4.3) and (4.29). In the third step (4.37c)
we used the implications of the partial coordination. On levels et > Q(G + I)
the receiver receives only single QPSK symbols qt, whereas on the levels below

et ≤ Q(G+ I) it might receive super symbols q
(1)
t from transmitters in the previous

layer. We consider a worst case scenario in the sense that all QPSK symbols received
on the lower levels are assumed to be super symbols. This minimizes the distance

d to the decision boundary and maximizes the variance of the noise ζ
(2)
j . In the

last step (4.37d) we used the following assumption similar to Assumption 4.1.

Assumption 4.2. Assume that the sum

r
(h)
j = a

∑

t:et≤0

ϑetgtq
(h−1)
t (4.38)

of the super symbols q
(h−1)
t that are received on noise level or below is additive

white Gaussian noise with variance

E(|r(h)j |2). (4.39)

The assumption is justified because a super symbol is just a sum of QPSK
symbols like we saw in (4.34). Since none of those QPSK symbols have an exponent

et > 0, we know that r
(h)
j contains no QPSK symbols above noise level. The total

noise in the received signal y
(2)
j is thus ζ

(2)
j , and we shall upper bound its variance

shortly.
Before, we consider the distance to the decision boundary at a node in the

second layer L2. The QPSK symbols are resolved successively like before. Consider
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a specific QPSK symbol qres, which we want to resolve and the corresponding qit
in the LFFM. Since the transmission in the LFFM is partially coordinated, we
know that all qits that affect the qit qres have been resolved before. Hence, since
we can cancel the interference of previously resolved qits, the qit qres is essentially
interference free.

The difference with respect to the analysis in Sec. 4.2 is twofold. Firstly, the
QPSK symbol qres can be part of a super symbol forwarded by a node in the
previous layer L1. This affects the amplitude of qres. Secondly, the interference due
to super symbols is stronger and contains additional noise as outlined below.

We find the part s
(2)
res of the received signal y

(2)
j , which is due to the QPSK symbol

qres, which we want to resolve. The symbol might originate from the source S and
might have been forwarded by a node i ∈ L1. Hence, the signal is

s(2)res = aϑeresgSigijqres. (4.40)

The absolute value can be lower bounded as

|s(2)res| = aϑeres |gSi||gij ||qres| (4.41a)

≥ aϑeres

√
2

ϑ2
. (4.41b)

We realize that the amplitude of the QPSK symbol is reduced at most by a factor
of ϑ−1 in each hop. Thus, a QPSK symbol originating from the source has least
amplitude.

Next, we analyze the signal s
(2)
int interfering with the QPSK symbol qres. Due to

the partial coordination, the interfering QPSK symbols or super symbols have an
exponent of at most et ≤ eres −Q, thus,

s
(2)
int = a

∑

t:1≤et≤eres−Q

ϑetgtq̃
(1)
t . (4.42a)

We consider the worst case in which all interfering symbols are super symbols q
(1)
t .

Since we are interested in the distance to the decision boundary, we consider only

the signal part q̃
(1)
t of the super symbol. The noise part is handled separately. The
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corresponding absolute value can be upper bounded as

|s(2)int | =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

a
∑

t:1≤et≤eres−Q

ϑetgtq̃
(1)
t

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(4.43a)

≤ aϑeres
∑

t:1−eres≤et≤−Q

ϑet |gt||q̃(1)t | (4.43b)

≤ aϑeres
∑

i∈L(j)

∞∑

e=1

ϑ−Qe|q̃(1)i,e | (4.43c)

≤ aϑeres(N − 1)
ϑ−Q

1− ϑ−Q

√
2

1− ϑ−Q
(4.43d)

=

√
2a(N − 1)ϑeres−Q

(1 − ϑ−Q)2
. (4.43e)

We have used the triangle inequality in (4.43b). In (4.43c) we used |gt| ≤ 1, and the
fact that the symbols sent by a transmitter i have exponents that have a difference

of at least Q. In (4.43d) we used the bound on |q̃(1)i,e | obtained in (4.35).
We already found out in (4.37c) that the noise part of the received signal is

ζ
(2)
j = a

∑

t:et≤Q(G+I)

ϑetgt
≁

q
(1)
t + a

∑

t:et≤0

ϑetgtq̃
(1)
t + zj . (4.44a)

The noise consists of the noise
≁

q
(1)
t contained in the super symbols, the super

symbols with exponents et ≤ 0 received on or below noise level, as well as the
thermal noise zj . Note that the sum of the super symbols on or below noise level is
assumed to be AWGN by Assumption 4.2. The variance of the noise can be upper
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bounded as follows,

E(|ζ(2)j |2) ≤ a2
∑

t:et≤Q(G+I)

ϑ2etE(|≁q(1)t |2) + a2
∑

t:et≤0

ϑ2etE(|q̃(1)t |2) + 1 (4.45a)

≤ a2
∑

i∈L(j)

G+I∑

e=−∞
ϑ2Qe

E(|ζ(1)i,e |2)
a2ϑ2QG

+ a2
∑

i∈L(j)

0∑

e=−∞
ϑ2QeE(|q̃(1)e |2) + 1

(4.45b)

≤ a2(N − 1)
ϑ2Q(G+I)

1− ϑ−2Q

N

a2ϑ2QG
+ a2(N − 1)

1

1− ϑ−2Q

2

1− ϑ−2Q
+ 1

(4.45c)

=
N2ϑ2QI

1− ϑ−2Q
− Nϑ2QI

1− ϑ−2Q
+

2a2(N − 1)

(1− ϑ−2Q)2
+ 1 (4.45d)

≤ N2ϑ2QI

1− ϑ−2Q
− Nϑ2QI

1− ϑ−2Q
+

N

(1− ϑ−2Q)2
(4.45e)

≤ N2ϑ2QI

1− ϑ−2Q
. (4.45f)

In the first inequality we have used |gt|2 ≤ 1 and the fact that the noise terms are
statistically independent. In (4.45b) we used the fact that each transmitter i sends
super symbols with exponents having a difference of at least Q. Furthermore, we

used the expression (4.34) for
≁

q
(1)
t with er ≥ QG. In (4.45e) we used 2a2 ≤ 1.

This is justified because it holds for a as it was defined in (4.6) for hierarchical
modulation. When using extended hierarchical modulation we additionally send a
super symbol. Hence, a has to be even smaller. We shall find an expression for a
shortly.

Finally, we construct the super symbol that a receiver j in the second layer
L2 forwards. Like before, the receiver resolves the QPSK symbols in a successive
fashion starting at the symbol with highest exponent et. Assume that after resolving
the last QPSK symbol, the remaining symbols have an exponent of at most et ≤ er.
The remainder is normalized by a−1ϑ−er , thus, the super symbol is

q
(2)
j = ϑ−er

∑

t:1≤et≤er

ϑetgtq̃
(1)
t +

ζ(2)

aϑer
(4.46a)

=
∑

t:1−er≤et≤0

ϑetgtq̃
(1)
t +

ζ(2)

aϑer
. (4.46b)

We need to upper bound the absolute value |q̃(2)i | and the variance E(|q̃i(2)|2). This
is analogous to (4.35) and (4.36), respectively. The difference is that a node in the
second layer L2 receives interference from all nodes of the first layer L1. We find
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the bound

|q̃(2)i | =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

t:1−er≤et≤0

ϑetgtq̃
(1)
t

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(4.47a)

≤
√
2

1− ϑ−Q

∑

i∈L(j)

0∑

e=−∞
ϑQe (4.47b)

=

√
2(N − 1)

(1− ϑ−Q)2
(4.47c)

by using the bound on |q̃(1)t | due to (4.35) and the inequalities therein. By following

the steps of (4.36) and using the corresponding bound on E(|q̃(1)e |2) we find

E(|q̃i(2)|2) ≤
∑

i∈L(j)

0∑

e=−∞
ϑ2QeE(|q̃(1)e |2) (4.48a)

=
2(N − 1)

(1− ϑ−2Q)2
. (4.48b)

Obviously, we can analyze the third layer L3 and all subsequent layers by con-
tinuing the above procedure. For a receiver in layer Lh we find the following
expressions. The formal proof by induction is given in Appendix 4.A.

Lemma 4.1. For a receiver in the h-th layer Lh we can lower bound the absolute
value of the signal part that should be resolved as

|s(h)res | ≥
√
2aϑeres

ϑh
. (4.49)

The amplitude of the corresponding interference can be upper bounded as

|s(h)int | ≤
√
2a(N − 1)h−1ϑeres−Q

(1− ϑ−Q)h
. (4.50)

Proof. See Appendix 4.A.

Lemma 4.2. A receiver j in layer Lh receives combined noise ζ
(h)
j with variance

E(|ζ(h)j |2) ≤ Nhϑ2QI(h−1)

(1− ϑ−2Q)h−1
. (4.51)

Proof. See Appendix 4.A.

We can also find the normalization constant a, which fulfills the power constraint
E(|xi|2) ≤ 1 at all transmitters i.
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Lemma 4.3. The normalization constant

a =

√

(1 − ϑ−2Q)H

4NH−1
(4.52)

fulfills the power constraint of all transmitters.

Proof. See Appendix 4.A.

We now gathered all ingredients for our final result.

Theorem 4.2. For

Q > H logϑ

(
ϑ(N − 1)

1− ϑ−Q

)

+ logϑ

( √
2

N − 1

)

, (4.53)

the number G of QPSK symbols that each of the receivers does not resolve is upper
bounded as

G ≤








1

2Q
logϑ






ln(P−1
e )4N2H−1ϑ2QI(H−1)

(1− ϑ−2Q)
2H−1

(
1

ϑH −
√
2(N−2)H−1ϑ−Q

(1−ϑ−Q)H

)2













= Ḡ. (4.54)

Proof. With the results in Lem. 4.1 and (4.15) we find the lower bound on the
distance

dmin ≥ |sres|√
2

− |sint| (4.55a)

≥ aϑeres

(

1

ϑh
−

√
2(N − 1)h−1ϑ−Q

(1 − ϑ−Q)h

)

(4.55b)

≥ aϑQ(G+1)

(

1

ϑH
−

√
2(N − 1)H−1ϑ−Q

(1− ϑ−Q)H

)

. (4.55c)

Together with the upper bound on the noise variance due to Lem. 4.2 and with
a according to Lem. 4.3 we find a lower bound on the fraction

d2min

E(|ζ(H)
j |2)

≥ (1− ϑ−2Q)2H−1

4N2H−1
ϑ2Q(G+1−I(H−1))

(

1

ϑh
−

√
2(N − 1)h−1ϑ−Q

(1 − ϑ−Q)h

)2

.

(4.56)

For the probability of error we follow the same arguments as in (4.19) and (4.21)
to find the bound

Pe ≤ exp

(

− d2min

E(|ζ(H)
j |2)

)

, (4.57)
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where Pe is either the probability of bit error or the probability of symbol error.
Combining with (4.56) yields

ϑ2Q(G+1) ≤ ln(P−1
e )4N2H−1ϑ2QI(H−1)

(1− ϑ−2Q)
2H−1

(
1

ϑH −
√
2(N−2)H−1ϑ−Q

(1−ϑ−Q)H

)2 . (4.58)

Next, we check the validity of the assumption made in the proof of Lem. 4.3.
In (4.79) we assumed

ϑ2Q(I(H−1)−G) ≤ 2a2 = 2
(1− ϑ−2Q)H

4NH−1
, (4.59)

which yields

ϑ2QG ≥ ϑ2QI(H−1)2NH−1

(1− ϑ−2Q)H
. (4.60)

Since the right-hand side of (4.60) is larger than the right-hand side of (4.58), we
can relax (4.58) by replacing the left-hand side by ϑ2QG,

ϑ2QG ≤ ln(P−1
e )4N2H−1ϑ2QI(H−1)

(1− ϑ−2Q)
2H−1

(
1

ϑH −
√
2(N−2)H−1ϑ−Q

(1−ϑ−Q)H

)2 . (4.61)

This assures that the assumption (4.79) is always fulfilled. Taking the logarithm
yields the result (4.54). The ceiling operation is due to the fact that G is an integer.

A second requirement is that the distance dmin needs to be positive. This is
guaranteed if

1

ϑH
−

√
2(N − 1)H−1ϑ−Q

(1− ϑ−Q)H
> 0. (4.62)

In other words, Q needs to be of the order of H ,

Q > H logϑ

(
ϑ(N − 1)

1− ϑ−Q

)

+ logϑ

( √
2

N − 1

)

. (4.63)

Analyzing the expression in Th. 4.2 is tedious, since the gap Ḡ depends on many
variables. We give some insight by distributing the logarithm in (4.54),

Ḡ =







1

2Q



logϑ(ln(P
−1
e )) + (2H − 1) logϑ(4N) + 2QI(H − 1)

− (2H − 1) logϑ
(
1− ϑ−2Q

)
− 2 logϑ

(

1

ϑH
−

√
2(N − 2)H−1ϑ−Q

(1− ϑ−Q)H

)









.

(4.64)
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The influence of the probability of error Pe is simply that of an additive constant.
Also the influence of the size of the super symbol margin I is apparent. Due to the
last term, which contains a difference, the influence of the number of nodes N , the
number of hops H , the size of a qit Q and the scaling factor ϑ is more difficult to
analyze.

Governed by the requirement (4.53), the value of Q is determined by ϑ, N and
H . In order to facilitate our analysis, we set

Q = ⌈H logϑ(ϑ(N − 1))⌉+ 1, (4.65)

which leaves ϑ, N and H as parameters.
Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7, Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 show numerical evaluations of the upper

bound Ḡ as well as the size of the qits Q chosen according to (4.65). We chose the
parameters Pe = 10−3 and I = 5. The figures show how Ḡ and Q depend on ϑ for
different values of N and H .

In Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7, the number of nodes N = 10 is kept constant. Both
Ḡ and Q decrease with increasing ϑ, which is reasonable since the separation of
the QPSK symbols increases with ϑ. The number H of hops has a great influence
on the gap Ḡ and the required size of the qits Q. This is due to the fact that an
increasing H increases both the interference and the variance of the noise through
repeated forwarding of super symbols.

Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 show the results for constant number of hops H = 3
from source to destination. Once again, Ḡ and Q decrease with increasing ϑ. The
number of nodes N has minor influence on the gap Ḡ. However with increasing N ,
the required value of Q increases. This is reasonable considering the difference in
the last summand in (4.64). We require Q to be large enough so that the difference
is positive. However, the value of the difference and, hence, the value of the last
summand is mainly determined by the minuend ϑ−H . Since the only other influence
of N on Ḡ is logarithmically through the second summand, the minor influence of
N is explainable.
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Figure 4.6: Upper bound Ḡ as a function of ϑ for Pe = 10−3, I = 5, N = 10 and
variable H . Q chosen according to (4.65).
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Figure 4.7: Qit size Q as a function of ϑ for Pe = 10−3, I = 5, N = 10 and variable
H . Q chosen according to (4.65).
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Figure 4.8: Upper bound Ḡ as a function of ϑ for Pe = 10−3, I = 5, H = 3 and
variable N . Q chosen according to (4.65).
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Figure 4.9: Qit size Q as a function of ϑ for Pe = 10−3, I = 5, H = 3 and variable
N . Q chosen according to (4.65).
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4.A Proof of Lem. 4.1, Lem. 4.2 and Lem. 4.3

We prove the following results by induction.

|y(h)res | ≥ aϑeres

√
2

ϑh
, (4.66)

|y(h)int | ≤
√
2a(N − 1)h−1ϑeres−Q

(1− ϑ−Q)h
, (4.67)

E(|ζ(h)j |2) ≤ Nhϑ2QI(h−1)

(1− ϑ−2Q)h−1
, (4.68)

|q̃(h)i | ≤
√
2(N − 1)h−1

(1 − ϑ−Q)h
, (4.69)

E(|q̃(h)i |2) ≤ 2(N − 1)h−1

(1− ϑ−2Q)h
. (4.70)

The base case h = 2 has already been shown in Sec. 4.3. We induce the results
for h+1 from the above relations. The induction follows essentially the arguments
that we used for the base case. The received signal in layer Lh+1 is

y
(h+1)
j =

∑

i∈L(j)

hijx
(h)
i + zj (4.71a)

= a
∑

i∈L(j)

(
ti−1∑

k=0

ϑnij−bikgijqik + ϑnij−biti gijq
(h)
i

)

+ zj (4.71b)

= a
∑

t:et>Q(G+I)

ϑetgtqt + a
∑

t:1≤et≤Q(G+I)

ϑetgtq̃
(h)
t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

s
(h+1)
j

+ a
∑

t:1≤et≤Q(G+I)

ϑetgt
≁

q
(h)
t + a

∑

t:et≤0

ϑetgtq
(h)
t + zj

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ζ
(h+1)
j

.
(4.71c)

The part sres that should be resolved has an absolute value of

|s(h+1)
res | ≥ aϑeres

(
h+1∏

h′=1

|gres,h′ |
)

|qres| (4.72a)

≥ aϑeres

√
2

ϑh+1
, (4.72b)
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because the QPSK symbol qres travelled up to h+ 1 hops from the source S. The
absolute value of the interference can be upper bounded as

|s(h+1)
int | ≤ a

∑

i∈L(j)

∞∑

e=1

ϑeres−Qe|q̃(h)i,e | (4.73a)

≤ a(N − 1)ϑeres
ϑ−Q

1− ϑ−Q

√
2(N − 1)h−1

(1− ϑ−Q)h
(4.73b)

=

√
2a(N − 1)hϑeres−Q

(1− ϑ−Q)h+1
. (4.73c)

Next, we analyze the variance of the noise ζ
(h+1)
j defined in (4.71c)

E(|ζ(h+1)
j |2) ≤ a2

∑

i∈L(j)

G+I∑

e=−∞
ϑ2Qe

E(|ζ(h)i,e |2)
a2ϑ2QG

+ a2
∑

i∈L(j)

0∑

e=−∞
ϑ2QeE(|q̃(h)e |2) + 1

(4.74a)

≤ a2(N − 1)
ϑ2Q(G+I)

1− ϑ−2Q

1

a2ϑ2QG

Nhϑ2QI(h−1)

(1− ϑ−2Q)h−1

+ a2(N − 1)
1

1− ϑ−2Q

2(N − 1)h−1

(1− ϑ−2Q)h
+ 1

(4.74b)

=
Nh+1ϑ2QIh

(1 − ϑ−2Q)h
− Nhϑ2QIh

(1− ϑ−2Q)h
+

2a2(N − 1)h

(1− ϑ−2Q)h+1
+ 1 (4.74c)

≤ Nh+1ϑ2QIh

(1 − ϑ−2Q)h
− Nhϑ2QIh

(1− ϑ−2Q)h
+

Nh

(1− ϑ−2Q)h+1
(4.74d)

≤ Nh+1ϑ2QIh

(1 − ϑ−2Q)h
. (4.74e)

The super symbol that is forwarded by node j is

q
(h+1)
j = ϑ−er

∑

t:1≤et≤er

ϑetgtq̃
(h)
t +

ζ(h+1)

aϑer
(4.75a)

=
∑

t:1−er≤et≤0

ϑetgtq̃
(h)
t +

ζ(h+1)

aϑer
. (4.75b)
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Its signal part has absolute value

|q̃(h+1)
j | =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

t:1−er≤et≤0

ϑetgtq̃
(h)
t

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(4.76a)

≤
∑

i∈L(j)

0∑

e=−∞
ϑQe|q̃(h)e | (4.76b)

≤ (N − 1)
1

(1− ϑ−Q)

√
2(N − 1)h−1

(1− ϑ−Q)h
(4.76c)

=

√
2(N − 1)h

(1− ϑ−Q)h+1
, (4.76d)

and variance

E(|q̃j(h+1)|2) ≤
∑

i∈L(j)

0∑

e=−∞
ϑ2QeE(|q̃(h)e |2) (4.77a)

≤ (N − 1)
1

1− ϑ−2Q

2(N − 1)h−1

(1− ϑ−2Q)h
(4.77b)

=
2(N − 1)h

(1 − ϑ−2Q)h+1
. (4.77c)

We can now find a value for the normalization constant a, which fulfills the
power constraint E(|xi|2) ≤ 1 for all transmitters. We find

E(|x(h)
i |2) = a2

ti−1∑

k=0

ϑ−2bikE(|qik|2) + a2ϑ−2bitiE(|q(h)i |2) (4.78a)

≤ a2
ti−1∑

k=0

ϑ−2bikE(|q(h)ik |2) (4.78b)

≤
∞∑

e=0

ϑ−2Qe

(
2a2(N − 1)h−1

(1− ϑ−2Q)h
+

1

ϑ2er

Nhϑ2QI(h−1)

(1 − ϑ−2Q)h−1

)

(4.78c)

≤ 1

1− ϑ−2Q

(
2a2Nh

(1 − ϑ−2Q)h
+

1

ϑ2QG

Nhϑ2QI(h−1)

(1− ϑ−2Q)h

)

(4.78d)

=
Nh

(1− ϑ−2Q)h+1

(

2a2 + ϑ2Q(I(h−1)−G)
)

(4.78e)

≤ 4a2Nh

(1− ϑ−2Q)h+1
. (4.78f)

In (4.78b) we assumed that all QPSK symbols sent by transmitter i are super
symbols. This can only increase the transmitted power. In (4.78c) we plugged in
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the bounds due to (4.68) and (4.70). The last step is due to the assumption

ϑ2Q(I(h−1)−G) ≤ 2a2, (4.79)

which essentially means that the power of the forwarded noise should not exceed
the power of the transmitted QPSK symbols. We will check if this assumption is
fulfilled by our choice of N , H , I, Q and G. The resulting value that fulfills the
power constraint is

a ≤
√

(1− ϑ−2Q)h+1

4Nh
. (4.80)

The value is decreasing in h. Since all nodes in the network need to use the same
normalization, we consider the layer, which is furthest away from the source. Note
that the destination in the last layer LH does not send any signal. Hence, to fulfill
the power constraint for h ≤ H − 1 we choose

a =

√

(1− ϑ−2Q)H

4NH−1
. (4.81)





Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Summary

In this thesis we explored how deterministic models can be utilized to approxi-
mate the capacity of wireless communication networks and to design transmission
strategies for them. We considered two specific deterministic models, the linear
finite-field model (LFFM) proposed by Avestimehr et al. [ADT07a] and the dis-
crete superposition model (DSM) proposed by Anand and Kumar [AK09].

Following the idea of Tse [Tse08] expressed in Fig. 2.5, we investigated to what
extend the capacity of deterministic models can be an approximation of the capacity
of the AWGN model. The AWGN model is a common mathematical description of
a variety of wireless communication networks, hence, the capacity of those networks
could possibly be approximated by the capacity of the deterministic model. For the
LFFM such a connection to the AWGN model cannot be established. In fact, the
distance between the LFFM capacity and the AWGN capacity can be unbounded
[AK09]. However, the capacity in the DSM can be shown to be within a constant
gap to the AWGN capacity for some network topologies [AK10]. The gap is constant
in the sense that it depends only on the number of nodes in the network, but not
on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Hence, the approximation is most useful for the
high SNR regime where the capacity is large.

Encouraged by the latter result we found closed form approximations for the
DSM capacity of the point-to-point channel, the multiple-access channel, the broad-
cast channel and the parallel relay network (PRN). In each case we found upper
and lower bounds on the DSM capacity, which have a gap only depending on the
number of nodes in the network. Thus, for networks in which the DSM capacity
is within a constant gap to the AWGN capacity our approximations are within a
constant gap the the AWGN capacity as well. The PRN is one of those networks,
hence, our result in Th. 3.4 is a novel approximation of the AWGN capacity of the
PRN.

The advantage of the LFFM over the DSM is the great simplification of signal
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interaction at the receivers. The operation in the finite field offers new ways of
managing interference as outlined in the introduction of Ch. 4, and it simplifies
the design of transmission strategies. Providing ways to utilize this capability
is the second contribution in this thesis. We showed under which conditions a
transmission strategy for a layered relay network in the LFFM can be translated
into a transmission strategy in the AWGN model of the network. We analyzed the
performance in the AWGN model, and we discovered that the rate in the AWGN
model is at most a constant gap below the rate in the LFFM model.

5.2 Future Work

Deterministic channel modeling is a relatively recent approach in information the-
ory, which leaves a variety of open questions.

Approximate DSM Capacity of the Interference Channel

Our work on approximating the DSM capacity can possibly be extended to other
topologies like the interference channel (IC). Since Th. 2.4, which is providing the
link between the DSM and the AWGN model, holds for the IC as well [AK10], this
would yield approximations on the AWGN capacity region of the IC. The capacity
region of the two-user IC in the AWGN model has already been found [ETW08],
but the extension to more than two users is still open.

Extension of Th. 2.4

To justify the analysis of the DSM capacity for topologies beyond the IC, we need
to extend Th. 2.4 to those topologies. By now it is not clear if the DSM capacity
is an approximation of the AWGN capacity for more general networks.

Approximation Within a Gap Independent of the Topology

As discussed in Sec. 3.6, the dependence of the approximation gap on the number
of nodes N induces some inaccuracy of our capacity approximations. It would be
desirable to approximate the AWGN capacity within a gap that is independent of
N as it has been done in [ND10] for the symmetric PRN. However, this requires a
refinement both of our approximations for the DSM capacity and of Th. 2.4 on the
gap between the AWGN capacity and the DSM capacity.

Approximation Within a Multiplicative Gap

Our approximations within an additive gap are useful for the regime of high SNR.
For the low SNR regime it is more reasonable to approximate the capacity within a
multiplicative gap. It is an interesting question whether deterministic models can
provide such an approximation.
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Relaxation of the Coordination Constraint

In order to extend our results on translating transmission strategies from the LFFM
to the AWGN model, it would be desirable to further relax the constraints due to
coordination. This increases the rate achievable in the LFFM and, hence, the rate
in the AWGN model.

Improvement of the Coding Strategy

Furthermore, the scheme of hierarchical QPSK modulation could be replaced by a
more complex coding strategy in order to decrease the gap G between the rates.





Notation

[·] Component wise rounding towards zero defined in (2.9)
⌊·⌉ Component wise rounding defined in (2.15)
‖ · ‖ L2 norm
aT Transpose
|a| Absolute value of a complex number a
a∗ Conjugate complex
|A| Cardinality of a set A
Ā Complementary set
aIm Imaginary part of a
aRe Real part of a
arg(·) Argument, phase of a complex number
E(·) Expectation
Im(·) Imaginary part of a complex number
Re(·) Real part of a complex number
log Logarithm to the base 2
ln Logarithm to the base e

O(·) Order of a function
sgn Sign function

a Scaling factor of hierarchical modulation
ak Side length of squares in transmission strategy for MAC
b Block length
bk Gap between blocks of transmission symbols
bik Exponent of k-th QPSK symbol sent by transmitter i
C Capacity
CD Capacity in DSM
CG Capacity in AWGN model
CL Capacity in LFFM
C id Capacity in ideal model

C̃ Approximate capacity
C(j) Set of nodes connected to node j
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d Distance to decision threshold
df Degrees of freedom
D Destination
D Set of discrete transmit symbols in DSM
δ Gap between blocks of received symbols in MAC
et Effective exponent
f Encoding function
F2 Binary field
g Decoding function
gk Gap between symbols sent by transmitter k
gij Residual channel gain
G Gap resulting from unresolved QPSK symbols
hij Complex gain of AWGN channel from transmitter i to receiver j
h Number of hops from the source to the current receiver
H Number of hops from source to destination

H(·) Entropy
I Margin of allowed interference in partial coordination

I(·; ·) Mutual information
K Number of receivers of BC, number of transmitters in MAC,

number of relays in PRN
κ Approximation gap between two capacities
Lh Layer h hops away from source
L(i) Layer of nodes transmitting to node i
λ Probability of error
ΛD Set of cuts separating source and destination
m Cardinality of received signal
M Number of messages
n Order of input symbols in DSM
ni Number of transmit symbols in block i
nij Bit transmissions from transmitter i to receiver j
nmx Maximum number of bit transmissions
N Number of nodes in a network
Ω Cut set containing the source
p Order of transmit symbol set reduction
pi Probability of using block i
p(·) Probability mass function
p(·|·) Conditional pmf
P Parameter of upper bound on G
Pe Probability of symbol error
Pb Probability of bit error
q Qit and QPSK symbol
q̃ Signal part of super symbol
≁

q Noise part of super symbol
Q Number of bits in a qit
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Q(·) Q-function
R Rate
rj Residual part of received signal yj
ρ Signal-to-noise ratio
sk Shift of a block of transmission symbols
sj Signal part of received signal yj
S Source
S Shift matrix
S Subset of receivers, transmitters or relays
σ2 Noise variance
ti Number of QPSK symbols sent by transmitter i
T Time index
ϑ Base of logarithm in generalized LFFM

and amplitude spacing of QPSK symbols
xj Transmitted signal, channel input
xi[b] Bit b in the bit vector xi

xb
1 Vector of b channel inputs

xi Vector of bits sent by transmitter i
Y Set of values of transmitted signal
yj Received signal, channel output
yb1 Vector of b channel outputs
yj Vector of bits received at receiver j
Y Set of values of received signal
zj Thermal noise at receiver j
ζj Effective noise at receiver j





List of Acronyms

AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise
BC Broadcast channel
DMC Discrete memoryless channel
DOF Degrees of freedom
DSM Discrete superposition model proposed in [AK09]
DVB Digital Video Broadcast
IC Interference channel
LFFM Linear finite-field model proposed in [ADT07a]
MAC Multiple-access channel
MIMO Multiple-input and multiple-output
pdf Probability density function
pmf Probability mass function
PRN Parallel relay network
QPSK Quadrature phase-shift keying
RC Relay channel
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
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